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IMU webmasters

Dakes advance with win aver Rams

Personal Web sites detailing the adventures
of different groups of friends are gaining
popularity among JMU students.

Ak
last-minute goal lifts women's soccer past
Virginia Commonwealth University in the
Col<
Colonial
Athletic Association Tournament.
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Hospitality hosts gourmet event
"Les Gourmet" combines talents of students, faculty, visiting chefs
BY KYRA PAPAFIL

assistant news editor
The Hospitality and Tourism
Management department sponsored "Les Gourmet: A Night
With The Greenbrier" Saturday
night in the new College Center
Grand Ballroom. Many chefs, faculty, guests and HTM students
assisted to put every finishing
touch on the evening.

Two new
directors
named

The Greenbrier hotel and
resort in White Sulphur Springs.
W.Va. partnered with the HTM
department to host the event.
According to JW Marriott
professor and HTM director
; Foucar-Szocki, the HTM
lartment's partnership with
.Greenbrier exists partially
pse The Greenbrier's Vice
[denitef of Food
and

1

Beverage Rod Stoner sits on the
HTM advisory board. FoucarSzocki said, "It was [Stoner's]
ulr.i to help our program gain
financial resources as well as
additional visibility."
HTM assistant professor
Brett Horton said, "The
Greenbrier basically brought
their whole road show to [MU.
Every piece of china, silver,

glassware and food came from
West Virginia."
According to Foucar-Szocki,
the HTM 450 special events and
meeting planning class, taught
by HTM instructor and Les
Gourmet coordinator Maggie
Ragon. had an opportunity to
apply what they learned in the
sir HTM. page 5

KRISTY'NIT()I.K"H/<<Mn*i<Aiir/<fe*ww*rr
Chefs prepared cappuccino of five onion soup as the first course.

Bond referendum passes
BY DAVID CLEMENTSUN

BY KAREN KELLY

contributing writer
A new department incorporating the Disability Services
program. Community ServiceLearning Program and the
Orientation and First-Year
Programs has just been formed,
according to Randy Mitchell,
associate vice president for
Student Success Programs.
Anna Lynn Bell was named
director of this new program,
called Educational Support,
Nov. 6. Mitchell said Lee Ward
will be taking over Bell's previous position, director of
Academic Advising and Career
Development.
According to Mitchell, each
program in the new department has a special role in the
development of students.
These programs all increase
"self-advocacy, self-efficacy
and self-awareness," Mitchell
said, helping students be successful in academics and
beyond. The new department
will serve as a liaison to the university's academic support programs, Bell added.
According to Ward, the
responsibilities of his new
directorsh'p include overseeing the freshman advising
process, recruiting students by
employers, advising of students who are undeclared and
other activities such as career
workshops and fairs.
Mitchell said students will
benefit from the reorganization
because it takes advantage of all
the resources available and helps
JMU continue to be a leader in
the area of academic advising
and career development.
1 "We are always looking for
iflays of how we can do a better
jOb of meeting the needs of our
sXlidents," Bell said. According
tfl Bell, the directors do not plan

JENNIFER ACKERMAN/ii«un*«/Oi« p/uHugmphrr
IMU students and Hanisonburg residents headed to the polls Tuesday to cast their votes In the
state election. Statewide, 72 percent voted In favor of the Higher Education Bond.

news editor
After months of ad campaigns, voter registration drives and rallies, the bond referendum passed Tuesday, and JMU will get $99.9
million fui lenoc.tiions and construction.
"We won," JMU President linwood H.
Rose said, "and 1 can't think of anything different we could have done."
By a 72-28 margin, Virginia voters passed
the Higher Education Bond, which allows
the state to borrow more than $901) million
for construction at all public colleges and
universities. JMU will be allotted more than
any other school. Rose said.
During the next six to eight weeks,
according to Rose, the state of Virginia will
outline methodology for the various construction projects across the state. The
Department of Planning and Budget in
Richmond will approve project plans, the
first of which at JMU, Rose said, will be the
$9.7 million renovation of Harrison Hall.
While the passage marks a big success for
some construction needs right now. some
say the margin of victory is more important
in the long run additional needs of IMl
"The overwhelming majority of voters supporting the bond is a clear message that
Virginians support higher education,"
Michael Smilowitz, SCOM professor and
faculty senate president, said. "I'm quite
proud ot these numbers."
Rose added, "I think numbers as high as
70 percent really provide a mandate for
higher education."
According to JMU spokesman Fred
Hilton, "That's a reinforcement of the fact
that people in Virginia are very supportive of
higher education."
Rose said he's been thanking students
and faculty for all their help promoting the
bond. "They all worked hard," he said I
couldn't have asked for anything more."
Senior RJ Powell walked four miles- in tin
cold and rain from Hunter's Ridge to
Spotswood Elementary School to vote
Tuesday. "I should utilize my right to vote,"
he said, "or I'll lose my right I wanted to
vote on the education bond referendum. I
think I need to do my part, or I can't really
complain. I don't have any right to complain
if I don't vote."
see EDUCATION, page 5

see PKOGKAM, page 5

Aging agency holds listening session
State commissioner addresses elderly's concerns in light of budget cuts
BY STEPHANIE STRAUSS

I

contributing writer
I he Shenandoah
Area
Agency on Aging conducted a
rerum addressing home care for
the elderly Wednesday Oct. 30
at the College Center Ballroom.
State Commissioner Jay W.
DeBoer addressed the concerns
of the audience. The "listening
wssion" drew about 200 people,
including representatives of
i are agencies, students
Ind individuals acting as caretakers for family members.
"Since the governor's cuts,
*erc has been an 115 percent
■eduction of the [Virginia
Department on Aging's) budget." Ik-Boer said.
The state has reduced many
■Was of elder care, such as
Meals on Wheels, personal care
•"id transportation, DeBoer
*id "When one has to cut food,
las 1 serious problem,"
DeBoer MU
He urged the audience to
s
P«>k as if there was no budget
CIMS. By doing so, the state has

the ability to properly gauge
which priorities to focus on as it
maps out a plan affecting seniors in the next 20 to 30 years.
According to an information
packet given at the forum, thenare more than 34 million
Americans today who are over
the age of 65, comprising 12 4
percent of the total population.
By the year 2030, older
Americans will more than double in number and that proportion will rise to 20 percent In
addition, senior citizens are living longer and are less finanriallv prepared than in the past.
Nearly each person who
spoke expressed concerns about
different problems in the realm
of aging and health can- for seniors Becky Trindall, 75, a volunteer at the Shenandoah Area
Agency on Aging, said seniors
need more respect and questioned the lack of funds toward
elder care programs. "We're
willing to send money overseas
seeEWEKLYS.pageS

ADHD children target
of anti-tobacco program
BY RENEE KART

i llkls TAS.SA/«»v>ih<niit/»rttjfnvrtrr
A forum, conducted by the Shenandoah Area Agency on Aging,
was haw In the College Center Ballroom. About 200 people
turned out to raise concerns due to budget cuts.

contributing writer
A JMU professor is assisting in a treatment-outcome
study focusing on reducing
tobacco use among children
with
Attention
Deficit
Hyperactivity Disorder in the
Rockingham County area.
Steve Evans, psychology professor and director of the Human
Development Center and the
Attention
and
Learning
Disabilities
Center,
said,
"Adolescents with [Attention
Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder]
are two times as likely to smoke
than their peers without ADHD."
According to Evans the
premise of the study, which
is still in its developing
stage, is to effectively and
continuously treat adolescents with ADHD over the
jnNfl when they are most at
risk for smoking.
"The long-term goal of the
study is to find techniques that
are most effective to use on
adolescents with ADHD, then

to take tht»se techniques to pn>duce a treatment manual to
bring to other middle schools
so that they can implement
them as a part of their regular
school day," Evans said.
The project is being built off
the Challenging Hon/ons
Program at Montevideo Middle
School in Rockingham County,
which is designed to lielp students with ADHD be successful
at home, school and with
tnends.
Evans
said.
Montevideo Middle School
counsekw Cammie Vveston said,
"The Challenging Horizons
program is great. We're so
thankful that they're hen- in tinschool, and it's important to
expand out into the community
with other schools."
The study will use Web
technology to enhance communication between teachers and
medical professionals. "The
benefit of teachers and doctors
communicating with each
see ADHD, page 5
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DUKE DAYS EVENTS CALENDAR

NEWS

SUNDAY, NOMVEMBER 10

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 7
• BSU Cafe. 3:30 pjfl. at llu- Baptist Student Union House on
the cornet ol Canlrell Avenue and South Main Street, a block
from campus CoiM than your talents! Weekly Praise &
Worship UH will be held .it the same time.

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 9

3

Driver shits gears lo find real truth

7

Letter to the editor: Busted headlight
gives student unneeded hassle
7
Campus spotlight: What word
would your picture be nexl to In
the dictionary?

TO SUBMIT A DUKE DAY EVENT:
E-mail Kyra of The Breeze at papafikc with the information
(event, date, location, contact info, etc.)

• Mins and women's club tennis team hosts Virginia
Commonwealth University, noon at the UREC courts.

3

Diversity dialogues

OPINION

• Canterbury Episcopal Ministry will hold a Eucharist service at 5 p.m.. followed by a home-cooked meal. The
Canterbury House is located on South Main Street across
from the Ouad, between Buffalo Wild Wings and the Zirkle
House. Please call 432-% 13 with quefuoni

• Baptist Student Union sponsors Trax-2-the-Max. a 14-mile
hike, bv^innine, at the BSU House at 7 a.m.

Honors program symposium

8

House editorial: Student voters slep up
to the challenge in rain
8

Please submit by Friday for a Monday issue and Tuesday for
a Thursday issue.

LEISURE
10

Comics

12

Crossword and horoscopes

FOCUS
Fn SHARON BI l \KM
police log reporter

AJMU student reported the larceny of
various parts from her vehicle in the park
ipg deck Nov. 3 between 2 and 10 a.m.

I

David M. Calender. 20,. Sprin;
was irrested and charsedfirtfc^MlesA •
driving after allegedly hittrntf^ ptrdes
trian with his vehicle while making a
left turn in B-lotOct 29 at 11 20 p m
The pedestrian sulfered minor iti|uries
and was transported to KMH t»' the r<s
cue squad.

A-ve14d/i(vfis broken into in Sonner
1 fall parking lot between Nov. 2 at 9:13
a m .and Nov. 3 at 12 p.m. An unknown
poraon removed a CD player walkman
with headphones^ digirial camera, extra
battery, camera case, extra memory card
and numerous CDs

In other matters, campus police report s» Petty Larceny
the following:
'*" V* (fcfti student reported the larceny of a
'J^JTnjlporary parking permit from a vehiHln R-4 lot between Oct. 27 at 8 p.m.
Non-student fared M. Kepllnger, W
^iflHOct. 29at2p.m
of I ranklin, VV Va . was aaresTed and
charged with driving under the influA |MU statt member reported the larence on University Boulevard Nov. 3
cenj of a red /one hang tag in O-lot
at 12:11 a.m.
North Ivtwtvn Oct. 26 at 8 a.m. and

*

Driving Under the Influence
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15

Sex in the suburbs

15

Sigur Ros leave beat between
Bach, space rock

16

Signs of literary genius: Are you
on Bloom's top list?

16

Just go out

17

17

SPORTS
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7.60

wwwimuwebsiles.com

Skateboard phenom ramps up
on volume

MARKET WATCH
DOW JONES

Assistant Ad*
Manager
Lauren Kinersta
Advertising
Executives:
Mart Cole

Low

Mostly Sunny

A JMU student reported the larceny of a
blue wool picket and JAC card between
ing from the dryer in B section of »
I (\(Lw. 2 at 10:34) p.m. and Nov 3 at 4 p.m.
uv
Hanson Hall Oct. 29 between 9:30 aW
r
and 12:15 p.m.
lemUCEIOCpagrb

INFORMATION

High

'

Friday

Grand Larceny
AJMU student reported ah unkiuiwii
person removed several items of cloth

The Breeze is published Monday and Thursday rnominos and distributed
throughout James Madison University and the local Hamsonburg community
Comments and complaints should be addressed to Jeanme Gatewskj, editor
Milling eddre
The Breeze
Section phone numbers
Style xS-315!
MSC6805V"SMgWHa"
News X8-6699
James Madison University
.8-8041
He»rt»onburg. Virginia 22«07
none: (540) 568*127
Fax: (540) 568*736 Opinion Focus xS-3846
Sports «M709
the_ breeze@jnni.edu
PnotoGmphics xS-6749
Breeze Net: htlpS/www.lhebreeze.on)
Bookkeeper
ReceptVoniet
Buskms/Tecnnotogy

STYLE

High 50 Low 32

Oft. 29 at 11:45 a m

SUM

13

Campus cadets

POLICE LOG

t

Women's soccer game

19

Football game

19

Men's basketball game

19

Women's club soccer

19

Picks of the week

20

CLASSIFIEDS
How to place a classified: Come to The Breeze
office weekdays between 8 a.m. and 5 p.m.
Cost: $3.00 for the first 10 words, $2 for each
additional 10 woods; boxed classified. $10
per column inch.
Deadhnes: noon Friday for Monday issue, noon
Tuesday for Thursday issue.
Classifieds must be paid in advance in The
Breeze office

prcffftw**-

Jlavorofthe
Week:

RY BAHl

chocolate
Peanut Butter
jxLi
<«—-

I

SS E Wolfe St
Betide Kane.

1

Dnwnlown: 433-3917

Buy One Combo Meal,
i
Get Second
Half Off!
_Exp._ll«l-OJ_

Call me. I can help

XiWCUl .PA*** «k fUU

442-7878

Take Out Available

On Port Republic Rd. next to Food Lion
Open 7 Days a Week

433-1113

O^><BA^A^
Law Office of Richard G. Morgan
Visa and MasterCard accepted

NO MORE HASSLES!

$2 off min purchase of $15.
Just Show JAC card or
bring this coupon

Tasta * Subs * Chicken
Tork * tfamburaers
* tfouse Specialties
"Delicious gourmet pizza
Largest Ca(zone 6V Stromdoli in Town
?ri\ate room ftvaiCaSCe with a so" TV

•xp .11/30/02

...Because /ta/y/s too far to drive
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Diversifying JMU
An "Exploring the Ism's"
workshop was given to
help students understand
diversity on campus.

NEWS
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"Justice should be seen as
love instead of a way to
seek vengeance."
SYLVIA CLUTE

former candidate for
Va. attorney general

Diversity
dialogues Judicial system addressed
engage Former Va. attorney general candidate speaks at JMU
students
BY AMIR POONSAKVARASAN

contributing writer

BY KF.LLY LYON

contributing writer
Several JMU staff members
and students discussed campus
diversity Fridav morning.
A
workshop
called
"Examining the Ism's" was held
in the Carrier Library media
resources room by the campus
training suhcommiiliv of JMU's
Commission on Community.
The commission is a coalition of
several departments on campus
designed to give the )MU community a chance to voice opin-

>ut dlwnHy law
Pam Gibson of the department of psychology began the
workshop bv showing a video
titled. The Ivc Oi the Storm"
The video documented a study
by Jane Elliot in the 19701
Elliot taught young children
about discrimination. I llioi
divided the childn-n into two
groups and. in turn, made one
group tivl superior to the other.
I Hint asked the' childmi if
they enjoyed being treated
unfairly. When thev answered
"no," she asked It It w.ls l.iu to
treat pcopk' differently based on
the color ot their-kin. and again
the children answered "tK>."

-66Exposure is a lot of the
problem because JMU
is so homogeneous.
— Betsy Bugg
;

government documents manager.
Carriei Library

5?
Following
the
video,
Gibson led a group discussion
on diversity and equality by
soliciting i espouses to video.
Donna Sundre, an associate
professor of psvcliok>e,\. .^.rved
that the chddmi in the vido i
ry changed their attitudes once they
wore declared the superior group
I because tln'v <M given "soda!
permi«.kin' tudi-scnniinalc
t hn-tophc Kcthoro, director
I of translation ttudJel lor the
1
department ol foreign lan\ guages and literatuu-s depart; ment, expanded on this concept,
saving people torm their PMU■ dices "depending on what information thev
Kotlioic stressed the impoi' tance of diversity at |MU, say'• ing what happens at schools
.nnl uimcrsitics is very impor' tant because it .iiu< Is Ihi \s.iv
; students sec situations in the
, world and their experiences
outside the Khool environment.
Aimec lohmon, a )MU alumna
and IVer Pnvgramst. oordin.itor
• for the Health I enter, said
• many people do not ic.ili/e
"how hard we work to get students in majority groups to
relate and DB inclusicc '
!
While people form MMM
towards groups lor many reasons. Gibson asserted that if a
I person's bias is affirmed or validated, or she will he much more
likely lo continue that p.iltern of
thought Mie Mid -indent- tell
her thev need more exposure to
different people and cultun's
Betsy Bugg, government dmiments manager at C arm-r I ibrary.
.igrmt saving I v|X".ure I-a lot

Former candidate for Virginia
Attorney General Sylvia Clute
bmught the Honors symposium
to a dose for the fall semester
Monday night. Clute's lecture,
"Forgiveness and Justice: Can
Forgiveness Be Implemented as
Government Policy?" addressed
whether the current judicial system is effective and what could
be done to improve it.
"When you attack others,
you are attacking yourself,"
Clute said, referring to a book
she had read earlier in her
unvi. the Foundation for Inner
Peace's "A Course in Miracles."
She described the notion of
vengeance as a 360-degree
sword which always was bound
to come back and hurt the victim. "A Course in Miracles"
became basis of principles that
Qua felt had great importance
and meaning, she said.
However, Clute mentioned
that these principles created a
great deal of conflict with what
she had been taught in law
school. As a result, Clute said
she began a journey to explore
the United States legal system.
She concluded that the current criminal justice system in
America seeks vengeance —
not forgiveness — on the
accused party. According to
Clute, forgiveness is the more
effective path "Justice shall be
delivered without judgment,"
she said. "Justice should be
seen as love instead of a way to
seek vengeance."
Clute illustrated transformation justice in one of her
experiences with a mother of a
son who was shot in a -.'n*el».-s
act of violence. Clute explained
that for a year the mother had
sought vengeance tin her son's
killrr and wished him to be
dead However, by participat-

ing in this system she agreed to
he (Osama bin I aden) needs to
giveness cannot be applied to continue developing the movemeet her son's killer face-to- be incarcerated but it does not
the .vents of (Sept. 11, 2001) or
ment toward restoration jusface. The encounter was an serve our purpose to treat him
foreign
policy,"
freshman
tice." she said.
exchange between a mother
like an animal," Clute said. "I
Ashley Sawyer said.
She said she believes the
who described
how
she
feel like we should use the proOther students felt that
grassroots organizations are the
remembered her son and a
grams discussed earlier to deal
restoration justice was based on
ones who will push this type of
killer who sincerely felt pain
with him."
the idea that all criminals want to justice onward. "I believe the
and remorse for his acts.
Many students felt that Clute
be forgiven and sincerely did feel
roots have been planted, but it is
Clute
highlighted
that
made good arguments regardremorse Students pointed out,
a question of how long it will
transformation embodies the
ing forgiveness, but saw no however, that many criminals
take to catch on nationally,"
idea of genuine forgiveness
place for them elsewhere. "I
were proud of their violent acts.
Clute said.
and genuine remorse as
thought she (Clute) had a lot of
Clute noted that it is c.i-ier to
Clute is currently a lawyer at
depicted in her experience.
intcivsting points and examples
positively influence and implea private practice firm in
Clute asked the audience to including the drug courts; howment policy in the age we are
Virginia, writing a sequel to her
kx>k to the past to see what
ever, I feel that the idea of forliving in. "I think we should
recent book, "Destiny."
vengeance and forgiveness have
led to. Her main examples were
World War I and World War II.
She said because the allies
sought vengeance and reparations on Germany after WWI, in
effect they created the atmosphere for German nationalism
and the rise of Adolf Hitler In
contrast, the end of WWII
bmught rise to the Marshall Plan
and aid to European naitani
including Germany, eventually
helping Europe rebuild.
The idea of vengeance has existed in the present criminal system as
far back as 11th century England,
according to Clute. She said the current American criminal justice system is adopted from England, in
that today cases are tried as
Catmvnualth ts. Itim Doe.
"The states seek vengeance
and the real victims are not
addressed," she said.
When the issue of foreign
policy and Sept. 11, 2001 were
discussed in a series of questions by students in the audience, many felt that forgiveness
could not and should not be
considered. Clute felt that
President George W. Bush's
reaction the day after Sept. 11,
2001 was not appropriate. She
claimed that by Bush asking for
Osma bin Laden dead or alive,
Former Va. attorney general candidate Sylvia Clute spoke to students Monday night on
"Forgiveness and Justice: Can Forgiveness Be Implemented as Government Policy?" The leche merely was evoking his
ture was the final event for the Honors Program Symposium for 2002.
desire for vengeance. "1 think

Midterm election makes changes
Republicans on verge of making historic Democrats competitive in
gains in House, Senate with GOP successes governor's races nationally
BY STBVI BV TIIOMMA

Kllighi Ridder Newspapers

Poised to defy
history,
Republicans
raced to key
early victories
in Tuesil.iv s
battle for contml of Congress. They held the
House ot Krpri-s.nt.itnH and
threatened to win back contml
of the Senate.
In one major win for the
(,rand Old PWt)
and lor
President George W. Bush —
Gov. Jeb Bash of Florida won his
hard-fought campaign for a second term over Democrat Bill
McBride, a Tampa lawyer.
The president is delighted,"
said White House spokesman
Ari Fleischer. "He views it as a
big, huge victory and he's very
proud ot In-brother
And in the first dramatic
upset ot the day. Republicans
took a Senate seat in Georgia
away from the IX-mocrals and
held seats in New Hampshire
and North Carolina against
hard-fought challenges.
Together with wins in key
of the ptonent bermat |\u ■ a) Minis,' and governors contests,
those earlv victories suggested
homogeneous"
that Republicans might he on the
HIM KS//I /....'
in ol liistori. gains 1 see a
Republican btaaae blowing,"
said S'n lolin Mil ain, who was
not up lor re-election Tuesday.
In (.eorgia, Republican Kip
Saxbv Ch.imbliss defeated
Democratic San. Max Ck'land.
In North Carolina, former
Republican Cabinet Sxrctarv
I-li/aheth Doll beat Democrat
I r-kmc bowl.-., a former White
House chief of stall tor
I'n-si.lint I linton. And in New
Hampshire, Republican Rep
|ohn Sununu beat DauocraUc
t lov. [eanm sh.iiuvn. keeping ,i
toss up scat in the < .OP column
Republicans also defied prolet lion! by picking up some surMM mil XJiuBphmnmfli'i
prising earlv gains in several
Christopher Rethore speaks to
students about campus diversity. goicrnoi ships

In Maryland, Republican
Rep. Bob Ehrlich defeated
IX'mocratic Lt Gov. Kathleen
Kennedy Townsend, daughter of
the late Sen Robert F Kennedy.
Ehrlich is the first Republican to
win Maryland's governorship
since Spin* T. Agnew in 1966.
In South Carolina, Republican
former US Rep Mark Sanford
ousted Democratic Gov. Jim
Hodges.
In
Massachusetts,
Republican Mitt Romney. the former Olympics organizer, defeated Democratic state Treasurer
Shannon OBrien.

tt
/ see a Republican
breeze blowing.
— John McCain
IS. senator

99
But Democrats gained governors' mansions in at least two
states. In Illinois, Democratic Rep
Rod Blagojevich beat Republican
Attomev General Jim Ryan. And
in Pennsylvania, Democrat Ed
Rendell, a former mayor of
Philadelphia, triumphed over
Republican Attomev General

Mike Max
All 43S House seats were up
tor grabs Iuc-dav .is were l| ot
the 100 Senate seats and 36 of
live SO governorships.
In the House, Republicans
claimed an early victory with the
n-ckvtkm of Rep Anne Northrup
of LouKvillc, Ky, over Democratic
chalknger Jack Conway.
The race was one of the most
competitive in the nation, with
Demixrats needing to win it and
even one ot about 14 toss up amtests to have a chance of winning
back a majority of the House.

After voting in Texas, Bush
flashed a thumbs up and
returned to the White House
to celebrate his wedding
anniversary and see if his frenetic rush of campaigning
paid off for Republicans
The president was joined for
dinner by top Republicans, all
eager to buck the tide of history
that for nearly 60 years has erodod seats in Congn-ss held by the
parties of pie-idi-nts in tlvcir first
midterm elections. Franklin I)
Roosevelt's Democrats gained
seats in 1934, but since then each
of 10 pn-.i.lents has watched his
party lose seats in the House.
The average loss- 27
Only three of those 10 managed to win scats in the S'n.ite
in tlveir first niid-tcnn el.vtions
John Kennedy in 1962,
Richard Nixon in 1970 and
Ronald Reagan in 1982.
Sen. Trent I <>tt ot Mississippi,
the Republican Senate leader,
said it COUld he Wednesday or
later before it was dear which
party had won control of the
Senate, lt could take a month.
Lot! said, if Senate control is
within one vote and the country
has to wait for a Dec. 7 runoff
ckvtion in I ouisiana. Sen. Mary
landneu, would face a runoff
with her top challenger if she
failed to get mon' than V penent
of the vote Tuesday.
The current Senate is divided
4" l>i between Republicans and
Dem.xrrats with two independents Republicans wen' defending 20 seats.
Democrats
had
called
Honda Gov. Bush their top target in the country, hoping to
embarrass the president and
take over the top political job in
a state that s likely to he a crucial'
battleground again in the 2004
presidential campaign.
Former President Clinton,
former Vice President Al Gore
.md Sen. Hiiiarv Rodham
see GOP. page 6

BY RAtAhL LORI N n
South Florida Sun-Sentinel

Despite Bill
MfBride's
failed
upset
attempt
in
Florida,
Democrats
appear to have
won enough governors' MOM
across the country to give the
party a chance at a majority of
executive mansions tor the tirst
time sin.e lvW4
In PennsiK.inia. Mulligan.
New
Mexico and
Illinois
Democrats on Tuesday night
appeared to have picked up seats
formerly held by Republii.ms
Results in many races were
not
in at deadline, but
Demixrats were competitive in
a numlx'r ot states with outgoing Republican governors.
Republicans did hang on to a
competitii e scat in Massachusetts
and grabbed the governorship in
New Hampshire previously held
bv a Democrat.
( Her.ill. a number ot contests
were expected to be close Tuesday,
including those in Alabama,
Alaska.
Arizona,
Hawaii.
Marvland, Minnesota, Oklahoma,

Republicans lost ground in
the governor count Tuesday in
part because they had more seats
to defend. Thirty-six states chose
governors with Republicans
defending 23 ot those seats.
Many of the Republicans were
first elected in their party's big
sweep in 1994 and had to step
down because of term limits.
But Republicans also faced
another challenge.
More than with congressional races, when it comes to
governor, the big issue is the
economy, Palaiaoki said. A
weakened economy in much of
the country meant Democrats
had an opportunity.
"The Republicans are only
going to be hurt because they
have more governorships to
hold at a lime of a bad economy," Palaz/oki Hid

-66
If there's anything to
read into it is that the
governors'races are
reflective of the
Onaon Rhode island. South
national tide.
Carolina and Tennessee.
Before Tuesday's el.vtions.
Republicans held a 27-21 advantage among US governors. The
other two were independents
11«'results, once all the countmg is done .in- likelv to leave the
country's governors' mansions
almost evenly divided like
tlicx ve dent with C.mgn-ss and
similar to the results of the .lisp, it
ed 2001) presidential election.
Americans have chosen to give
neither party a wide majority of
governors' mansions.
"If there sanvtliing to read into it
t. diat the gi HI mm.' ran. -. ,itv rctkv tiv e. * die njtknal tide," said Dnrucl
Pala»i*>.ar«rfc«iorof piilitii.il -«ieixv at die Unii.Tsitv of Rtchmn-'
The iks^vv ot |\intv M unprec
denied m American politics.''

— Daniel Palazzolo
profcttw. University of Richmond

59
Democrats also put up
good candidates in several
states with open seats previously held by Republicans.
That was esp.-c i.illy the case in
Michigan
where
Jennifer
Granholm ran a strong campaign, and in Pennsylvania,
where Fd Rendell looks to be
the first former mayor of
Philadelphia to become the
state s governor in 88 years.
Democrats did face the possee DEMOCRATS, page 6
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make a difference,
show that you care
and help your
jmu/harrisonburg
neighbors.

$5 registration fee
for t-shirts

fUPBI

i., , .

'or more information, contact Gabby Revilla at x86217 or revillgn@jmu.edu

Attention All Juniors!!

Looking for a fantastic summer job?
Come to Valley health System for a chance to enhance your
nursing skills and gain more confidence in the clinical setting...

all at a great rate of pay!

Valley Health System

Summer Nurse Extern Program
In addition to the diverse patient care experiences, you will benefit
from informative seminars featuring in-depth topics such as:
Arrhythmia Recognition •Respiratory Therapy • Physical Assessment • Advanced Wound Care

May 27th through July 26th
If you are a rising senior in an accredited BSN Nursing Program, here is what you will need to apply:
• A completed VHS Employment Application
• Two clinical faculty letters of recommendation
• A current minimum GPA of 3.0
A current BCLS certification
QUESTIONS? Contact Bettina Fiery, RN Recruiter
1-866/712-3792 or 540/536-6907

c_

Ma//Gift Cert,/;,.

care

W

'ossom

VallcvHealthSvsiciii

Office of Nurse Recruitment
P.O. Box 3340 • Winchester, VA 22604
EOE
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HTM class cooks up feast

HTM, from page 1

classroom by assisting in the
service and preparation of the
event class helped organize
the evening.
Ragon said her spring 2002
section of HTM 450 began the
planning for Les Gourmet and
the fall 2002 section picked up
where they left off. She said
overall the event took about
nine months to plan.
The HTM 150 class had
known about the event since
the first day of class." senior
J.P. Javier-Wong said. "Though
lectures still occurred on a regular basis, our focus for most
of the semester had been (on)
Les Gourmet."
Ragon said, "HTM is one of
the programs on campus that
gives students a number of
real life experiences in which
lo get their feet wet and showcase their talents in front of
industry professionals and
prospective employers."
Foucar-Szocki said. "The
evening was ... a wonderful

Education bond
supported in
Va. elections
EDUCATION, from page 1

Junior Leslie Peterson, who
voted at Keister Elementary
School and switched her voter
registration from Texas lo
Harrisonburg, said, "I wouldn't
have voted if JMU hadn't promoted (the bondj so much."
Rc«e said it's no secret that
he's most excited about the $29.8
million construction of a new
Center for the Arts. The building
will be built on South Main
Street and house the department
of theatre and dance.
Additionally, the bond provides $20.9 million for a new
music recital hall on South Main
Street, $19.8 million for a new
CISAT library, $13.9 million to
renovate Miller Hall, $4 million
to improve steam plants and $1.8
million to improve handicap
accessibility around campus.

opportunity for our students
to work hand in hand with
international experts."
The affair consisted of a fivecourse dinner and a two-part
auction. The silent auction
began the event, with over 170
items for bidding, while students serving wine and cocktails floated through the room.
After an hour of bidding and
mingling, dinner was served.
Foucar-Szocki said the menu
showcased the talents of chef
Peter Timmins. one of 59 certified master chefs in the world.
The five courses highlighted
signature dishes like cappuccino of five onion soup, roast loin
of sea bass with lobster stuffing,
rosemary pinot noir sorbet,
roast rack of Greenbrier lamb
and a passion fruit dome.
Following dinner, a live auction of 12 items by WVPTs Brad
Roof ensued while coffee and
petit fours were served. Live
auction items ranged from a trip
for two to St. Thomas, US.
Virgin Islands to having mem-

bers of the FTTM faculty come to
your home and cook dinner for
you and seven guests.
According to Ragon. totals of
how much money was made
are not yet available, but she
said all the fund-raising goals
for the event were made.
Alumni, faculty, staff, parents and friends of JMU attended the fine dining experience.
According to Ragon, JMU repre
sentatives included University
Provost and Vice President of
Academic Affairs Doug Brown.
College of Businesa Dean Bob
Reid. College of ISAT Dean
Jerry Benson among others.
Ragon said The Greenbrier
not only supplied all the table
components
for
a
true
Greenbrier experience, but they
also sent chefs, kitchen managers and Aaron Kleinle to train
the students and supervise the
event itself.
Over 40 students of the current 146 in the HTM program
voluntarily participated in setting up, serving, cooking and

breaking down the event.
I kxton said tickets were sold
for $100 per plate or one could be
a table sponsor for$lfl00. entitling
them to eight tickets for the event
as well as special recognition.
"It was a showstopper and 1
could not be more pleased."
Foucar-Szocki said. There is no
hospitality program in the country that could match the quality
and caliber of the event"
Ragon said coordinating so
many students, donor, faculty
and participants was challeng
ing; however, "To see everyone involved come together in
such a successful event (was)
truly rewarding."
Javier-Wong said, "I don't
think many other schools, let
alone professionals in the
industry, could have pulled
off a similar event as well as
we at JMU did."
According to Foucar-Szocki,
the second annual Les Gourmet
will take place Nov. 1, 2003 in
northern Virginia at a location
not yet determined.
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Smoking curbed
ADHD. from page 1

other is thai it allows each to get
accurate assessment information and to coordinate care,"
Evans said.
Educational
technology
director Richard Ingram said,
"We're trying to develop a
means for a virtual collaboration
among the people involved."
He said each child will have
his or her own page that can be
accessed by parents, teachers
and pediatricians.
"It is used so that all involved
know what each other is doing
and are able to look at the assessment data to see what is working at what isn't," Evans said.
"Ultimately we would like to
see an effective,communitybased system of care for adolescents with ADHD," Serpell said.
According
to
Peter
Sengenberger, public relations
coordinator for the Virginia
Tobacco Settlement Foundation,
the
Masters
Settlement
Agreement, which tobacco
product manufacturers reached
with 46 states including
Virginia, reimburses the states

for tobacco-related illnesses.
"Universities apply for funding to implement research studies involving youth prevention
programs that are related to
tobacco use," Sengenberger
said. He said the $193,000 grant
awarded to JMU funds the
study for the first year and is
renewable for up to six years.
"I plan to go the six years
with the study and hope to follow the kids further so that I can
keep going with it," Evans said.
Currently the study will be
taking place locally but according to Evans, a University of
South Carolina professor is
beginning
a
Challenging
HoriTons Program in November
and a University of Pittsburgh is
also planning to begin one.
"Professors are coming to
JMU for training on how
Challenging Horizons Program
works so that they can apply it
Ideally we will give them the
effective tools needed for working with middle school kids
with ADHD so that the program
can be implemented nationwide," Evans said.

Elderly's concerns addressed Program created
EWERLY'S.from page 1
... but what about us?"
Trindall said.
"I've heard many horror
stories," Trindall said about
nursing homes. "My husband and I are scared of how
we will be treated since we'll
be at the mercy of the staff. I
hope I die first"
Lenora Lancaster, a volunteer at Page County Senior
Center, stressed the importance
of continuing homebound
meals. "Oftentimes, you're the
only social contact these seniors have," she said. According
to Lancaster, there is an enormous number of seniors who
are depressed because they
have no link to the world outside of their homes.
Betty Newell, who serves
on the board of the
Community Association of
Residential Transportation,
works with the department

-64
Mobility is very, very
precious, and many
rural areas don't have
public transportation.
— Bettv Newell

board member, Communitj
Association of Residential

of transportation to provide
service to those in rural
areas in need of transit.
"Mobility is very, very precious," she said, "and many
rural areas don't have public transportation."
Newell criticized the
curb-to-curb policy, which
requires seniors to go to a

specified location in order
to be picked up. "This policy slams the door in the face
of the very frail and disabled," she said. She proposed a door-to-door service instead.
There were others who
spoke on a variety of topics,
from the desperate choice some
seniors must make between
fuel and prescription drugs to a
proposition for a death-withdignity bill.
Local worries echo those
stateand nationwide,
according to Brian Duncan,
executive director of the
Rappahannock-Rapidan
Community
Services
Board. However, he said he
believed that the forum
will be beneficial for the
future of elder care. "1 am
hopeful that all of us will
enjoy being senior citizens," he added.

PROGRAM, from page 1

ganization is not at all due to
on going into their new posi- budget cuts; however, "budget
tions to change the way the pro- challenges present an opportunigrams currently are run. Ward ty to think more creatively about
said he plans to address student how we deliver." Similarly,
and faculty needs. Any time Mitchell added, "It is important
there is a change in leadership, that in this economic climate we
innovation and new ideas are are using all the resources we
usually the result, with the have effectively, preserving the
potential to energize an organi- focus of student success, keeping
zation and opportunity to move that as a priority even with tighton, according to Ward.
ening budgets."
According to Bell, Ward's
Bell, Mitchell and Ward all
experience and background said the reorganization is an
with first-year programs will opportunity to make the most of
help bring new perspectives the resources available in the
into
the department of university Part of the reason for
Academic Advising and Career the directorship reorganization,
Development. "Conversely, my according to Mitchell, was to
long history in career develop- "make sure we continue to supment and academic advising port the university's mission, to
puts me in a position to bring make the most of the resources
different skills into how we look we have, to encourage leaderat academic support programs," ship and professional developBell added.
ment and to continue to grow as
According to Bell, the reor- an organization."

Card Accepted Here!

For
Students

$Y oo
(No Limit)

433-2300

433-3111

31 Miller Cr.
JMIVEMU/S. Main St

22 Terri Dr.
CISAT/Port Rd

Not valid w/any other offer

©Medium One Topping Pizza & a Coke
©Medium Two Topping Pizza
©Large One Topping Pizza
©X-Large Cheese Pizza.
©Medium Cheese Pizza & Cinnastix
©10 pc. wings & Breadsticks
(Additional Toppinqs only $1)
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Male student
beaten in
aggravated
assault, larceny
An alleged aggravated
assault and grand larceny
was reported Nov. I shortU
after midnight.
A campus patrol unit
observed a male subject near
the Godwin lot transit bus
terminal who apparently
had been the victim of a
severe beating.
According to a timely notification bulletin issued by the
department of police and
public safety Nov. 1, the victim was swollen and had a
bloodied face and mouth,
with his clothes soiled and
bloodied. The victim reported
that suspects beat him and
stole his (AC card and bank
debit cards.
According to the notice,
the incident occurred at a
social hall used by student
groups and organizations for
private parties and dances.
The establishment is located north of Harrisonburg,
accessible from and within
view of U.S. Route 11, the
bulletin said.
The subject described the
attackers as several (possibly
six) male students.
With helpful information,
contact
the
Rockingham
Sherriffs Office at 564-3800 or
25
South
Liberty
Si
Anonymous reporting can be
done through "Silent Witness,"
at wwwjmu.edu/puhsafely/Silenl
Wilness.shtml.
—compiled from staff reports

NEWS

GOP takes majority in
both houses of Congress

Democrats pick
up governorships
DEMOCRATS, from page 3
sibility of losing seats in close
races in Hawaii and Maryland,
two states where the partv if
traditionally strong. Maryland
Democratic Lt. Gov. Kathleen
Kennedy Townsend, the oldest
daughter of Robert Kennedy.
| lost | a race she at one point
led by a wide margin over
Rep. Bob Ehrlich.

-6 6

The main conclusion is
really the competativeness
of a large number of
American states.
- Earl Black
professor, Rice University

-9?
Townsend and Granholm wenjust two of 10 major party candidates for gcivemor xrves the country who wen? women, including
both candidates in Hawaii — the
record for most women governors
at one time is five.
Republican incumbents in
New York and Texas, as well as
the Democrat incumbent in
California, all were expected to
win, leaving the status quo in the
country's three biggest states.
In most states, when there us
no incumbent, both parties are
very competitive, said Earl Black,
a political science professor at
Rice University in I louston.
'The main conclusion is real-

ly the competitiveness of a large
number of American st.iti"-.'
Black said. Who runs a governor's mansion can be important
especially in presidential politics.
The governor controls the
state's election machinery and
can help organize a state for a
presidential candidate*.
Controlling the election
machinery also can come in
handy in a disputed election, as
Honda's 2000 recount showed
tvtwn Gov, Jeb Bush and
Republican Secretary of Slate
Kathorine I larris ran the show.
Governors also set the agendas in their states, talking up
issues that favor them and their
party and not those that favor
their opponents.
They also have generated
ideas or implemented them
before the slower, clumsier federal government, somchnu>>
serving as test platforms tor
tvafUV reform or other changes.
The office also is a fund-mtsing
machine for presidential candidates, as 28 Republican governors
showed in helping then-candidate
George W. Bush in 2001) And four
of the last five presidents have
been former governors.
Bruce Smith, 51, a respiratory therapist in Fort Lauderdale,
Ha, is a Republican who has
]ust such a presidential run in
mind for Florida's )eb Bush
"I like the way the president
is going. It's a good family
together,
especially
with
Barbara," Smith said "It would
be kind of funny to have three of
them in tht White House."

HARRISONBURG OB/GYN ASSOCIATES, PC
C. Larry Whitten. M.D
Herbert E. Bing. M.D.

Daniel G. Witmer, M.D.
Louis E. Nelson, M.D.

GOP, from page 3

M. Catherine Slusher, M.
Sherry L Driver, F.N.P.

WELCOMES
MICHAEL J. BOTTICELLI, M.D. AND JASON K. GENTRY, M.D.
—|
Phone:
(540)434-3831
(800) 545-3348
Ask about our
new extended hours
TO Tl -:iR PRACTICE OF OBSTETRICS AND GYNECOLOGY

for
Clinton,
campaigned
Democrat McBride. They were
countered by appearances by
I*resident Bush, former President
George H.W. Bush and former
first Uly Barbara Bush.
With 46 percent of the
precincts reporting. Bush led
59 percent to 40 percent and
the
television
networks
declared him the winner.
Tuesday's voting capped an
intensely fought campaign to

control Congress, one marked
by a lack of substantive proposals from either of the major
political parties and dominated by a barrage of largely negative television ads.
By Election Day, AUMfkMM
had been deluged by nearly 1.4
million television ads, financed
by a record $900 million spent
by the major campaigns and
interest groups, according to
the Campaign Media Analysis
Group, a private firm that
tracks television advertising.

Staff writers
workshop one
week from
TODAY.
6 p.m. at The Breeze
Anthony-Seegcr Basement

POUCH lOG.fmm page 2
Possession of Marijuana
Nicholas M. Fletcher, 19, of|
Chesapeake, was arrested and
charged with possession of marijuana in Wampler Hall Oct. 31
at 5:50 p.m.
I hristophei Mmi^rt-Mooney,
18, of Annandale, was arrested
and charged with possession of
marijuana with intent to sell in
Eagle Hall Nov. 4 at 625 p.m
Property Damage
Property damage was reported
ii, Rockingham Hall Oct 29 al
7:10 a.m. The inner door to the
vending and recycling am was
damaged, the molding was
cracked and the latch to the door
was ajar.
Number of drunk in public
charges since Aug. 26: 53

Workshop
encourages
student
diversity
WORKSHOP, from page 3
Members of the JMU community interested in participating in upcoming discussions can
view a list of offered classes at
winv.jmu.edu/humanresourcei/ma
wgenient/lraining.shtml.
In addition, the multicultural
awareness and student health
centers and the division of
Student Affairs is intnxf ucing a
series of lectures titled "Making
a World of Difference at JMU"
this fall. l:or further information
on this, visit wwwhnutdulaivmashJWOD.HTM.

ICOLLEGE PARK - ASHB CROSSING

COLLEGE PARK has started
their

No overrides required
for Summer 2003.
§

Chooie/ count*lA^tixet&locGvtl&Yiv

Argentina

AUSTRIA

BELGIUM

England/

France
Ghana

Germany

(ftondwea.!,

IRELAND

Iticiltf
Malta
Wjartinique

5pain

Kenya
Netherlands

U. 14.

Early Admission Deadline:

Are yOU
there

YET?

NOVEMBER 15*
1191 Devon Lane
Harrisonburg, VA 22801
432-1001
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"JMU students had an added
incentive to go out of their way
to vote."
see house editorial, below
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"I'm the nightmare of anyone with
the slightest amount of grease under
their nails."
REBECCA SWIFT

sophomore
see column, page 11

HOUSE

EDITORIAL

Student voters step up to make political voices heard

Then? may be no way to
know exactly how many JMU
students made their way to voting centers across Virginia
Tuesday to support the bond for
higher education, but the result
speaks for itself. According to
the Nov. 5 issue of the Richmond
Times-Dispatch, 72 percent of
voters, or over a million Virginia
residents, passed the bond in
Tuesday's elections.
JMU contributed in no
smallpart to the bond's passing. This semester, the administration and student leaders
have Incited support for the
bond. Events including a Student
Government Association press
conference in Theatre II (The
Breeze, Oct. 7) and a rally led
by U.S. Sen. George Allen and
Virginia Attorney General
Jerry Kilgore (The Breeze, Oct.
17), sought to highlight the
bond's potential benefits to
the university.
Apparently their hard work
has paid off. JMU students
bucked the trend of political
apathy permeating their age
group and worked to make sure
their voices wen' heard by
Virginia leaders. According to
the
Federal
Election
Commission, the 18 to 24 age

range contributed only 5.1 percent of the votes in the 1WH
nation] election (www.jec.gov).
With the bond on the ballot in
this year's elections, JMU students had an added incentive to
go out of their way to vote.
"1 should utilize my right to
vote, or I'll lose my right," senior R) Powell said. (See story,
page 1) Powell said he walked
four miles fn>m Hunter's Ridge
to Spotswood Elementary
School to exert IM' his right to
vote. "1 wanted to vote on
the education bond referendum," he said. "I think I
need to do my part, or I i.m't
really complain."
According to the Oct. 3 issue
of 77K- Breeze, the SGA set up an
extensive registration drive on
the commons and the College
Center in early October to
encourage students to vote in
the Novembef elections. One
SGA member, junior Adrianne
Laputka, said she spoke at mom
than 10 classes attempting persuade studniK to sign up to vote
and even changed her own
voter registration from New
Jersey to Virginia in order to partuipute in local elections, according to the Oct. 31 issue of The
Breeze. Even though her registra-
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Busted headlight gives
student unneeded hmde

A

tion form, along with about 1 SC>
others, did not meet the deadline for this year's elections due
to a mailing mishap (77ie Breeze,
Oct. 31), her MttOM OMOlplU) I
newfound awareness of the
importance of voting.
What is perhaps most
admirable about JMU students'
support of the bond issue is that
most of the students who voted
hu-sd.n will not directly reap
the benefits of the bond.
(. oust ruction on the new Center
for the Arts, the music recital
hall and renovations to Miller
and Harrison halls will not
begin until long after most of
the student utters have received
their diplomas. Those who wi
take advantage of the new facilities are now sitting in middle
and high schools all OW (Kl
country, many unaware that
thev will ever attend |MU.
But the pride that comes
from knowing they have Ivltenxl their future alma mater
inspired countless students to
go to the polls Tuesday and
make those projects possible.
With any luck, that sentiment
will spill over into subsequent
elections, establishing a pattern
of political participation integral
to democracy.

Kevin Marinak
Sieve Cembrinski
Flip De Luca
Alan Neckowilz

"7i> the pntt itl^'ic < hequemi as if is with almses,
the ivorld is indebted for all the triumphs which
liave been gained by
reason and humanity over error and oppression."
— fames Madison
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Driver shifts gears
to find real truth
This is a story about truth.
It's also a story about tear, suspicion and discovery, but most!v it's about truth. And cars. In
order tor the story to make any
sense or come to a logical conclusion, I have to tell you that
my father is a magic mechanic.
A few years ago he was working on a car for my older brother and took it for a test drive.
This car happened to be a 1980s
BMW, and my father, a devout
American cars" man, was
born again. He discovered his
German roots in a way that
changed his life forever.
Ever since then, he's devoted himself 10 the acquisition
and lestoration of old Bimmers.
We have subscriptions to
Roumiel, Bavarian Autosport and
of course Automobile, Car and
Track, and Motertrend.
I don't really read these magazines myself. Despite the fact
that I drive an 1986 BMW 735L
I'm the nightman- of anyone
with the slightest amount of
grease under their nails. Halt the
time I even don't remember
where to put the oil in. Still, as a
BMW driver I unconsciously
keep an eye out for related
news, and a headline on the
cover of the November issue of
Automobile caught mv eye.
"Slunk!
BMW
BEATER!
Inhniti's nrw G35 Sport Coupe
does the unthinkable ."
No, please, not the unthinkable. A BMW beat by a Inflniti?
My faith in the system was dealt
a might)- blow by this idea. My
brother, the speed demon, muttered something unkind about
the pansy driver of the BMW
that let himself be beat by an
Infiniti, but 1 was haunted bv it
for weeks. Everywherv I drove I
kept casting nervous glances
.mnirul. expecting to see a red
Infiniti driven bv Satan himself
to pull up beside me and challenge me tu a Nsfll
Why tut? Wi nn experience
that these things only happen
to people who are the least prepared or i|iialitied for it. No
one will ever challenge my
speed demon brother to I race,
but watch me go down in his-

tory as the one who failed to
save the reputation of the
greatest cars in the world.
Ifs not that I'm a granny
driver, but my car is old. It's a
"classic" Bimmer, not like the
cars driven by the spoiled rich
kids who have no appreciation
for their wheels. I drive it for its
leather seats and high standard
of quality and dependability.
(Also because my dad offered it
to me and I needed a car.) I
never misuse its power for petty
thrills — Well, almost never. If
someone in an Infiniti challenged me to a drag race, I'd
probably wet my pants.
I lived my life in fear and
trepidation until one day I was
searching for something to
write for The Breeze. I wanted
to write something socially relevant, that would appeal to a
lot of people and still wouldn't
be a bit of nonsensical fluff. I
noticed with great tppMdl
tiOfl that many students hendrive BMWs, and whether
they're true Bimmer lovers or
just spoiled rich kids, 1 thought
a column examining the slim k
ing defeat of a BMW might just
work. In the interest of
research, I borrowed the
Automobile magazine from mv
dad, who got all tear\ eved at
what he thought was a sudden
interest in cars. Oh well.
So, the girl who's read
"Uncle Tom's Cabin" luin
who got thmugh the extraordinarily thick book "The Six
Wives of Henry VIM, the girl
who read her high school history book cover to < ovenner a
long weekend finished her
first ear maga/ine article in
two minutes with only six
yawns — I skipped over all the
technical stuff.
The whole Lnttnatina
thing about this supposedly
■■hooting development is that
they pitted this G35 Sport
Coupe against a BMW 330CL
Not exactly a beggar's car,
but not exactly the biggest
engine in the family either
According to the race statis«r BIMMER. page 8
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"Spontaneous."

Crazy with 'k.'"

^

Joan Olinger

\SPOTLIOHT J

Matt Tremonte

senior, CIS

MXTI CAMSOJ A/.v«■ pkOUtmf

sophomore. ISS

"Tank top."

"Resplendent."

Nicole Yun

Matt D'Antoono

junior, music composition

senior, art

Topic: What word would your picture be next to in the dictionary?

Darts

Paris <£ Pats are submitted anonymously
and printed on a space-available basis.
Submissums are based ufxm one person s
opinion of a Riven situation, person or event
and do not necessarily reflect ihe truth.

Pats

BIMMER. from page 7
lies, the BMW actually was
first to 60 mph, but the Infiniti
was first to 100. Better brakes
on the Bimmer, better cornering by the Infiniti. Despite the
sensationalized headline, the
article itself admitted to a
remarkable amount of equality
in the two cars. "Performance
profiles," reported the author.
Joe DeMatio "were practically
dead even," and later the
author states "nobody, including Infiniti, has yet matched
BMW's ability to marry great
handling with an exceptionally
smooth ride."
The new kid in town wants
to take on the master. Not quite
the crushing defeat for BMW
owners everywhere that I had
envisioned. Is there a lesson to
be learned here? Never let your
ignorance be an .excuse for fear.
Don't assume the headline says
it all, and don't form some
chicken-butt opinion based on
it. Don't take the headline at it's
word, read the article, do the
research. The truth is out there.
Sounds like homework, you
might say. I still say it counts as
fun if no one makes you do it.
Happy driving Bimmer lovers,
and rest assured you're safe
from the threat of the Infiniti —
as long as your engine's bigger
then the 330Ci.
Rebecca Shimp is a sophomore history major.

E mail darts and pats to brcc/.cdp®ho»mail.com

Pat...

Dart...

A "thanks-for-the-good-laugh" pat to
the girl with the beard in the rainbow dress
and the guy in the suit and monkey mask
who livened up our night last weekend.
Sent in by an entertained senior who will
never think of Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles in
the same u*ry again.

Dart...

A big "what-are-you-five?" dart to Ihe people
who decided to throw food at each other in Dhall the the other night during which an overthrown shot (lew over the booth knocking a
drink into our laps. Also, way to go on the ducking and laughing instead of apologizing.
From three freshmen girls who just wanted to
eat dinner without getting a bath in their
favorite soft drinks

Pat...

A
"your-sad-attempts-at-rrying-tomute-our-freedonvof-speech-are-not working" dart to whoever stole EQUAL'S
Tampon Health Awareness banner from
Warren Hall.
From an angry feminist who has spent
the last three years trying to educate the
community on gender inequalities and is not
going to let ignorant and dense people like
you get in her way.

A "thanks-for-being-concemed" pat to the
fellow JMU driver who pulled over to make sure
we were all OK after a small fender-bender in
front of Sheetz Sunday night.
Sent in by a still-shakened sophomore who isn't
quite used to driving in the big friendly city of
Hamsonburg and is glad there are peoj*le who still
care enough to pull over when they see an accident.

Dart...

Pat...
A "thank-you-for-creating-me-for-a-personal-relahonship-with-you" pat to Satan
who demonstrates his love for me by giving
me all sorts of things, like food for example.
From an unworthy senior who doesn't like
religion but loves his relationship with the lord of
darkness who know he's going to hell, so you
don't have to write back telling him so.

A "learn-to-appreciate-the-human-body-inits-natural-form" dart to the four groups of people who decided it was necessary to call the
police because of some innocent mooning
Saturday afternoon on South Main Street.
Sent in by an alumnus who is quite proud of his
finely toned backside and is excited about going to
court on a mooning charge, giving him yet another
reason to come back to his old stomping grounds.

(Pheasant H(un loumhomes

Make mom
proud ...

Bimmer
bummer

Write a column for The
Breeze.
Continue to
make mom

proud ...
Write another
column for
The Breeze.
Keep it real.

Rockingham Cooperative

Win a Jeep!
(Grand Prize Drawing 12/14/02, No Purchase Necessary,

urip
Front Door Parking, Beautifully Landscaped Yards

■

Next monthly Drawing November 1, 2002 for

$100 Gift Certificate for:
Buck Knives
Great Room

Eat In
Kitchen

Deck or Patio

4 'Bedroom 'Tozvntomes, Individual Leases,
andfyornmate Situations avaUaBLz
Refrigerator with Ice Maker,
Washer and Dryer, Microwave,
Free Bus Service, Dishwasher
Cable/Phone/Ethernet available

t=r

One winner from each location!

Complete Rules and Registration box
available at all locations.
Register once each day you are in one of the
Rockingham Cooperative stores.

FCHJAl MOUSING

OPPORTUNITY

Pheasant H(un Toumfwmes
Open Monday - Friday 10am-5pm
Call 801-0660, e-mail pheasant@pheasantrun.net,
or stop by 321 Pheasant Run Circle
View a map to our location or take a virtual tour on

i@t©©feOn.com

Sponsors:
Rockingham Cooperative
Tru Value
Mossy Oak Apparel
Alpin Binoculars
Bleu Water Company
American Security Safes

Locations:
Harrisonburg
Bridgewater

Elkton
Timberville
Woodstock
Monterey

Sponsors:
H.iitm,in Motors
Cline Energy
Swift Rifle Scopes
Rocky Footwear
Verstandig Broadcasting
Parker Compound Bows
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IMCiy lltl EHJil III
PLAN 9 HAS THEM ALL AT SALE PRICES!
Avail - Front Porch Stories
Badly Drawn Boy Have You Fed the Fish!
Tony Bennett & K.D. Lang A Wonderful World

TOP SELLERS:

HlViimPattOiOSTORI'
more rotjm lor

F00 FIGHTERS
- One By One
EMINEM
-The Eminem Show
SANTANA Shaman
NELLY • Nelh/ville
CHEVELLE
Wonder What s Nt.l
NORAH JONES
- Come Away With Me
11 coot J 10
CAMRON
- Come Home With Me
AVRILLAVIGNE Let Go
QUEENS OF THE STONE
AGE - Sonfs For the
Deal

434-9999

NEW & USED

KROGER SHOPPING CTR

WHAT A RECORD
srrOMB SHOULD BE!
USTM MMM YOW MY!

Bjork - Family Tret box tel
Johnny Cash - The Man Comet Around
Erie Clapton One More Car, One More Rider (live)
David Gray - New Day at Midnight
Jaheim Still Ghetto
Alison Krauss - Live

Dave Matthews - Live at Folsom Field, Boulder, CO
Willie Nelson & Friends - Start & Guitars
Justin Timber lake Justified

U2 Beit Of 1990-2000
If -"'.■'VI

'

Sign up for Plan 9'i WitUy Email1
Spam Fiee and We Don't Share
Your Address' Email na at
clue90Blorr9rPUticcom

MitilMtnnw

THE CURRENT, MOST POPULAR
TRIRUTE IN THE USA &
FIRST TIME EUER AT MAINSTREET

Saturday .
Nou 9th

"Bad Medicine"
The ultimate tribute to'BonlOVi"
with guest

"Whispoo." a "Blush"

1790-96 E. Market St.
Mon-Sat 10-9, Sunday 12-6
IN HAnmaofeaurtc WHIM STOftf S Ire
cHwtintnsvKii run mcneaoeaD row

SPECIAl EVENT

A JVtainstreet %ar <£ grill

»—-—-—— Special Student Discount ■ $8.00! ————^

For More Information Call

WWW.PLAM9IUIUSIC.COM

432.9963
153 Souih Malnstreei Harrisonburg

wvww.inalnstreetracks.com

INSPIRED BY HOT RODS, SUVs AND DARWIN.
THE NEW

IT'S SOMETHING ELSE

Seats five, has 53 cubic
feet of cargo space, and
is available with 180 hp
and a 6-speed manual
shift. Even evolution
can't fully explain it.

CMffi TOYOTA MOTOR SALES U SA. INC. BUCKLE UP!
00 IT FOR THOSE WHO LOVE YOU. -MSRP INCLUDES
DELIVERY PROCESSING AND HANDLING FEE EXCLUDES TAX
TITLE, LICENSE OPTIONS AND REGIONALLY REQUITED
EOUWENT ACTUAL DEALER PRICE MAY VARY

DOOR 4

SUBS
•.V *. - dtt

^4

D0

°K4SUBCHJB

%9Suts and foe
xz*

or)

ei$FREEj

' 2 3 4 5

Come in and try our monthly specials
and New Savory Splits!

7j

SUD Club card yet?
Come in and get one today!

Blue Raspberry & Coca-Cola Classic
Frozen Slushies

Get FREE Hash Browns
atlirday at PC Dukes with purchase of any

pecial
„./.. »******.*■

Breakfast Sandwich!
Limited Time Offer. Saturdays Only.
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COMICS
Seth Casana

Academia Nuts
THIS UWf>RECE0C*JTtD SiXCESS
IS TiEP TO flic STATE uuwcWnVs

THE BUUUOBN
A RECORD «6 UWRRJKTT«EO
FRATERVJITV PARTIES HERE SHUT
DOWN THIS PAST WETKEA/D. *

RCCCNTF INITIATIVE TO CRAC* DOWM
ATTEMTS TO HOLD
PARTIES U'TMOUT RFGiSTe*iNfr

ON c*CAT/t*

THEM Fi«r.

POLICE" CWEF MARTHA HILLOCK:
^

""~"

*■">

EVERVofJC KWoUS njATTRiAriES
THROW PARTIES. THE MEUlbUCY
OEFl IJES »WV ACTiflfJ £>C A FR»T
MEMBER *S A POTENTIAL PARTY
AW0, THERCFoRC, MUST BE
RC6IJ1T(?eD.

IT SORE POES MAKE Ouft Jt>6
A HECK OF A LOT EASIER.

JUST
UST <HtEAr\
DC' RC ALL HERE. ]

XJ UMtT Do I
wc DO?
y

ONE MEDIUM ONE TOPPING
PIZZA

Advertise

0N1Y $6.99
(Delivery Chariot Maly!
433-4100
North Mason Siraai
Location Only

CARRY OUT OR DELIVERY

THEISBREEZE

FEELING SPIRITUALLY DISCONNECTEDP
"We respect the inherent worth and dignity of every person."
We provide an atmosphere to assist you in

Vim.- Ja\ appointment* available

OPEN TO NEW PATIENTS

For further information about JMU campus meetings,

Most fnxuronci ^ jt<.cptcJ

contact Merle Wenger mrfurn@msn.com

Women's Medicine - Pediatrics - Osteopathic Manipulation - Sports Medicine
Adult Medicine - Accidents - Allergy/Skin Problems - Complete Physicals-all ages

(540) 438-9292

realizing your own spititual path.

1~6S S. H^h Sirccl (Next 10 Food lion on Soutli.u| -U)

The Law Offices of Bruce D. Albertson, PLLC

Harrisonburg Unitarian Universalists
TAKE 33 WEST 5 MILES TO DALE ENTERPRISE
http://HUUwtb.org

Phone: 867-007.1

Sunday Worship 10:30 AM

* LATE NIGHT SPECIAL *
433-7272 \—Mt Hltel 433-7272

Former Harrisonburg Prosecutor
You may reach me at 540-438-1000
71 Court Square, Suite B
Harrisonburg
ALCOHOL VIOLATIONS
SERIOUS FELONY OFFENSES
DRIVING UNDER THE INFLUENCE
DRUG OFFENSES
TRAFFIC OFFENSES

LARGE ONE TOPPING
AND
BREADSTICKS

ONLY $10.00
16 BREADSTICKS ONLY $5.99 ALL DAY!
1:30 am Mon-Thurs
3:30 am Fri & Sat
4^_
12:30 am Sun
AFTER 8 PM EXPIRES 05/31/03

LARGE ONETOPPING
$8.50 W/ COUPON

See David.
See David write
-for The T3>reeze.
If you want to write -for The Hreeze come to the
basement of Anthony-Seeger Hall or e-mail

the_breeze@jmu.edu
Batons

Mil
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JMU Approved.. ■ lACard Merchant.. Pay with your lACard
433 322

J

CLA

Candle's Spa

Co™,aumnnIM

THE LOOK

USftESL,

T77A

^tT

^Bhat

^^-- ^SB*^^
WB

Full Body __
Massage «°

IOTannin|Vi»ti (or
»J0»nd«.tA
more FREE

Shampoo/Cut/Strla $20

Heights $45

m

YELLOW CAB

WilUnj Dttanca from
Potomic t ChcupaaU

HAIRSTYLING -TANNING • NAILS • DAY SPA t MASSAGE

Tin for 6 month, J90
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15X off Retail

• Radio Dispatched
• Service to all major airports
Wheelchair accessible vehicles

w

*'™r

)ACinl

'Prompt, Courteous Service*

FRE

^%HJjf"k

—

Hair Service

24 Hours a day, 7 days a week • Very flexible, part time positions available

northern Exposure Grill
(Formerly Shenandoah Grill)

—gggcgs:

M

^EE «^«35
^^

Baffer/es

^k^»W

_*• _

0,

a

,

,.

^' i? Inspections

■ ■ ■ ■■ I nc

$|6.95
Change

E. Market St. At Furnace Ro

Next to Papa John's Pizza

1221 Forest Hill Road
Harriionburg. Virginia
(540)442-8550

mm [\mw%
■j

music by the
DJ Connection
21 years
of age
and ouer

presents

BJJ

■>

Karaoke

PROPER
HTTIRE
REQUIRED

Friday Nights

ntt» East Side Room
10 pm-1am

t

l*oV"
^Ov

STUDENT TRAVEL
Need Computer
Repairs?
^

Call Meridian Computers Today!
564-1949

\

We Service All Makes and Models
498-1 University Blvd. Harrisonburg. VA 22801
Diagonally Across From Sheet?., Behind Valley Mai

Olde Mill Village
Universal Study Abroad Scholarship

The JMU Office of International Programs
is pleased to announce
six $2.500 scholarships for semester
abroad programs in Antwerp, Florence,
London, Martinique, Paris and Salamanca!

"It's more laid-back over here...and
you can't beat the price and location."
-Current tenant, on why he renewed his lease.

Application Deadline: November 15,2002

I I I I I

Applicants must bs admitted or have applied to one of the
following JMU semester programs to be eligible for the
scholarship:

"This is great! This is definitely a
'best kept secret'."

Ml 2003, Spring 2004 or Summer 2004
In Florence, London, or Salamanca

-Current tenant, on first seeing an apartment at Olde Mill Village
*

Fall 2003 or Spring 2004 In Antwerp or Paris
Summer 2004 In Martinique
) apply lor the scholarship, students must submit a separate letter ol consideration with their study abroad application This letter must state that he/
she wishes to be considered lor the scholarship and why Any financial need
must be addressed in this letter, as well as any academic achievements. This letter must be submitted with a completed study abroad application no later than November 15,2002
For students who have already applied to study abroad for tall 2003, spnng
or summer 2004, a letter of consideration for the scholarship must still be
submitted by November 15,2002.

For further details, visit the OIP website at wwwJmu.edu/lnternatlonal/studyabroad

*

*

*

*

Free ether net, cable, and
phone service in each room!
Now taking reservations for the 2003-2004 school year.
Office hours: 9 am-12 noon, 1:30-5 pm Monday through Friday,
10 am-2 pm Saturday

11-A South Ave.
432-9502
www.oldemillvillage.com
"^fe
ANAUMiNI I'.KOl-'

DV ANT ACT REALTY

M

1

■ ■'■I. I-*'*
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HOROSCOPES

Daily rating: 10 is the easiest day, 0 the most challenging.
Today's Birthday (Nov. 7). You could do quite well financially this year, but you'll need more than just
good luck. You'll need to have a strategy, a goal and a set of rules, or you could easily go right through
your money Discipline is your key to success.
^ries March 21-April 19
Today is a 7 _ Playing hard together can
, take the place of a meaningful conversation. Let old difficulties be forgotten. You
may never have to talk about them at all.

W:

Taurus April 20-May 20
Today is a 7 The bargains are out there,
\ and now is a good time to find them.
" Recent cutbacks have improved the quality
of used stuff and brought down the prim
Ntvsjt pay NtfU

4ft

Gemini May 21-June 21
I
Today
is a 6 _ You're determined to suck ceed, but that doesn't mean you ain't
accept help. Delegate the part that's getting
. to be way too hard.
Cancer June 22-July 22
Today is a 6 _ Money may be tight, but
there are things you can do to turn that
I around. Taking on a job nobody else w.ints
is the most reliable way.
Leo July 23-Aug. 22
■*» -N Today is a 6 _ Odds are good you'll have
^■Bj to give up oitc tiling bo get .mother. Give
^T^J up an old fear and get something better
Virgo Aug. 23-Sept. 22
_
Todav is .i 5 When there's a disruption,
•¥>fH it "s always nice to have somebody around
•MM who can set priorities and tell the others
^Hk what to do next. You're not usually the
leader, but this time you might be.
—Tribune Media Services

Solutions to
Last Issue's Puzzle

E T A G
SIDE
S C H M
E K EB
NERD
C R E E
E S S A

Libra Sept. 23-Oct 22
Today is an s You may be doing more listening than talking, but that's OK. The perfect place for you now is in the presence of
a teacher you respect and admire.

4&

Scorpio Oct. 23-Nov. 21
^ ^ Today is a 6 _ This is not a good time to
take a risk. There are enough changes going
on already. Don't borrow much, either. The
cost would quickly become too high.
Sagittarius Nov. 22-Dec 21
Today is a 7 _ You're like Diogenes, the
i. mythical figure who kept looking for an
gj¥] honest man. You might find one, but you'll
^^9? probably discover a few of the other kind,
too. Just keep telling the truth, and you'll
attract the same.

CROSSWORD
1

2

3

4

'

14
17
20

1

Aquarius Jan. 20-Feb. 18
R Today is a 7 _ You like things to be pleasant,
but that may not be possible now. A friend
and/or loved one has to make a decKuwi.
Be supportive, but let him or her figure this
one out.
Pisces Feb. 19-March 20
_^
Today is a 7 _ You're not going to be able
if S«\ to stay in the same old rut much longer
^i^ Keep your objectives in mind so th,it
whichever way you go, you'll be headed
in the right direction

E R EBjO B V 1 A T E

M E NBJB A E N N A N
1 D TBJL A R KING
T R 1 . o Q Vlkl A R
■A C
N abfs AGO
s A T E S
■w 1

■j I

Y 1 N (
D U PER:
0 N G : R E E LB
S T R O N GU| 1 u S T 1 C A L
H O U N _m^ R
NAVE
A L M S i^At J A
G|P E G
RUMl \M 1 N ( 5 L C|Sl|B R A
PEA S A N T| I 1 C E B 0 A T

■c

4

E N G O R G EBJS T R A N G E
N|E|E D |L E DBJT S E T S E S

"

I1

"

27
14
41

44

45

47

42

m

b2

53

I

61

■I

"

.

50

51

1

Small child
Maximum bet
Star part
Impassive
bene
Hersey's bell
town
55 Cellmate?
59 Cognizant
62 Steve or
Woody
64 Otto I's realm
65 Job of offensive linemen?
68 Spicy stew
69 Viewed .
70 Find a new
tenant for a flat
71 Editor's directive
72 Writer Ferber
73 School for
Sartre

13

30

31

32

5/

58

"

56

I

63

64

67

1

"
.

44
45
46
47
49
52

12

'

5b

54

11

",.

,.
.

"

"
ACROSS
1 Speeder spotter
6 Last bio
10 Tommy Lee
Jones film
14 Old
MacDonald's
refrain
15 Comic Carvey
16 Feast on Oahu
17 Inept aid for
running backs?
20 Trucking regulating agcy.
21 Large, striped
antelope
22 Frank
McCourt's
"Angela's "
23 Dissertations
25 Gaze fixedly
27 Square measure
29 Dwindle
33 Jai _
36 Like prunes
and raisins
39 Grand _ Opry
40 Tacklers' training?

1

^

40

60

i-

37

40

'

'

24

23

B

8

21

65

Capricorn Dec. 22-Jan. 19
_..
Today is a 7 Since you're so practical and
••k
hardworking, people call on you when
r&jjT they're in a jam. Its happened before, and
the odds are good it'll soon happen again.

/

■
"

DOWN
1 Take a makeup
exam
2 Eighth letter
3 Tennis tie?
4 Objective
5 Thief
6 Norse Zeus
7 Slams
8 Gold bar
9 PC key
10 Shuts
11 Cry of pain
12 Oven setting
13 Quick kiss
18 Misplace
19 Texas town
24 Spanker or
spinnaker
26 One Baldwin
28 Tennis situation
30 Peeved
31 "Bom Free"
lioness
32 Poverty
33 Play parts
34 Spoils taken
35 Sax for Bird
37 Mythical bird
38 Privy to

41 Footnote reference
42 Ms. Thompson
43 _-Ude, Russia
48 Rodeo rope
50 Oil cartel's letters
51 Faculty status
53 Identified
54 Mary Kate and
Ashley
56 Sleuth Vance
57 Soviet collective
58 Philippines
island
59 Follower of
Joel
60 Poet Whitman
61 Wheel shaft
63 Chanteuse
Home
66 Employ
67
room

• Individually Leased 4 Bedroom, 4 Bath
Luxury Apartments

■ ! *« Mi

•Awesome Pool and Sunbathing Area
•Phenomenal Fitness Center on Site
• State of the Art Clubhouse
featuring a Wide Screen TV and
High Tech Stereo System
•Superior Service

www.sunchase.net

540.442.4800
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have no authority other than to request identification from a student, according to Shifflett.
The cadets, however, have communication with the police
throughout the night.
Bowen walked through the parking lot toward McGraw-Long Hall
"1 think that car's got too many people in it," Bowen said, as he
approached a Ford Escape He knocked on the driver-side window,
beaming his flashlight inside. The driver rolled down the window.
"Hey guys, that's entirely too many people in the car," Bowen said. He
threatened to call the cops if they didn't get some people out. They
obliged and two males stepped out of the jeep.

6t
It's kind of addictive. The nights you aren 't working,
you wish you were. You never know what you 're
going to do any given night.
—Andrea Hayes
sophomore

5?

DAVE KIMIirnk* pbJUtniphfr
Junkx tosh Cltespic

!GCUG
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right MtCt ■ one of hi: MMMMMM ■ "«,5.'

Taking a

Bite
out of crime
Campus cadets share
experience of securing
JMU on any given night

"I gotta look out for their safety," Bowen said. "They get on the road
and get in an accident, there won't be enough seat belts."
Bowen and Haynes moved behind Bell Hall and explained
that many peeping toms and vandals have been caught
hiding behind these dorms. "The cadets have saved the
university thousands and thousands of dollars in property damage," Bowen said. "We have the pulse of the campus. We know what's going on."
Bowen and Hayes were just two of the 11 students that worked that
night. Eight cadets are paired up to patrol each of the four campus areas
on a typical night, with "K" titles — K-l is the Quad area, K-2 is the
Village and Hillside area, K-3 is the Lakeside and Greek Row area and K4 is ISAT. One lonesome cadet, called K-5, will spend from 7 p.m. to 12:45
a.m. locking up all the academic buildings. And in addition to the head
supervisor — Bowen, who is called S-l — someone dnves a white van
emblazoned with "personal safety escort service" in purple lettering and
a JMU logo around campus, giving students rides.
Bowen called junior Kris Smith who is driving the van to come and
pick him up at Godwin parking lot.
Smith swung into the lot off Bluestone Drive. Bowen and Hayes
climbed into the van They pulled into X-lot as a Honda Accord pulled
out. "They had more than enough people in that car," Bowen said.
Smith wheeled the van around. "S-l. 256," Bowen said to the police
dispatcher. "If there are any officers in the area of R-l-lot, we have an
overloaded vehicle heading left on Duke Drive."
Two officers waited for the vehicle. Smith hightailed the van down
Duke Drive and Bluestone Drive. He came to the Port Republic Road
stoplight, where he saw flashing blue lights pull onto Port The cop pulled
over the vehicle by Rockingham Hall, where two passengers got out of
the car and walked up the road.
The van drove back to the baseball stadium parking lot. Smith dropped
off Bowen and Hayes, and they headed up to the Village "There's a fire
alarm at Weaver Hall" the police dispatcher reported over the radio.

u

Technically, a boring night for us is a good night for
campus, because nothing's going on.

— Matt Mills
junior

"Alright, we'll go see what that's about," Bowen said as he and Hayes
ran to the dorm. "We're basically going to provide crowd contn>l and
assist the police in any way that they need."
Seconds later an officer said over the police ban. "The reason for the
fire alarm was burnt popcorn." Bowen and Hayes continued to the scene
anyway, where one police cruiser was parked by the dorm. Bowen and
Hayes watched the residents file back inside.
Although there's no fire, just some overzealous midnight munchies.
two more cadets arrived soon thereafter, as did two more cru jers.
One of the cadets stationed in the Village, junior Matt Mil
explained how it's actually a blessing lo have nothing more
exciting than burnt popcorn to keep the law enforcement
busy. 'Technically, a boring night for us is a good night for
campus," he said, "because nothing's going on."

Story by senior writer David Clementson
It was 1 a.m. Saturday behind Greek Row. A male and female MM
walking briskly. The guy grabbed his female companion by the
neck, then shoved her aside as they exchanged angry words The
couple continued walking in the dark, seemingly MOM
As they turned the comer beside the Delta Delta Delta house, the head
of a campus cadet swiveled lo the left, eyebrows furrowed, and a glare
came to senior Tim Bowen's face. The supervisor of the Campus Cadet
Pn>gram was assigned to walk around that night from 9 p.m. to 3 a.m.,
aiding the police, providing escorts and looking out for the campus' general welfare. Bowen along with his partner, sophomore Andrea Hayes,
started following the couple.
They picked up speed as the couple darted over the Newman Lake
hndge to the parking deck. "What's up?" Bowen said, running up to the
two and glaring down at them. "Can I talk to you guys for a second? I
just noticed you were a little rough with the lady."
The guy spoke up, "Oh, no, it's nothing."
The girl piped up too: "Yeah, but thank you. Thank you so much."
Bowen told them to behave themselves and let them go on their
way.
"You can only do so much," Bowen said, watching them continue
toward the Village, the girl now walking in front and the original pushy
guy walking alone in the back.
"Clearly everything is not alright. But there's only so much you can
do," Bowen said. "The situation's been dissolved for now. He was nmgh
I don't play that game. I'm looking out for her safety. And his too. I saw
a possible volatile situation."
This is just one situation that can occur on any given night in the life of
a campus cadet. In 1975, the original eight-student cadets had the primary
duty of locking up all academic buildings each night. Since then not only
has the program gmwn in numbers — 35 students currently are employed
— but in responsibilities They provide their own services, such as locking
up the buildings and providing safety escorts, while "being the eyes and
ears of the police," in the words of JMU police chief lee Shifflett. "We really couldn't operate without them. It would be tough. They provide a service that as a department we'd be hard pressed to provide
The cadets often find themselves in tough situations, like dealing with
tin-,, concert crowd control, II.XKIS .in.l p..WIT outage-.
"Ifs a selfless job, because there's not a lot of re-wards," Bowen said.
"It's more of a community service position than a job."
I laves said, "It's kind of addictive The nights you aren't working, you
wish you were. You never know what you're going to do my given night"
While the original Police Cadet Program, as it was called, served more
as a springboard for students going into law enforcement, the current
program is hardly a junior police force, according to Shifflett
Campus Cadet's have no connection to police, which means they

1

DAVE KIMAr/IKi' lihoii-wiphrr
Cadet Tim Bowwi asks several passenger* In the Ford Escape to
exit to thara art only aa many riders at there are seat belts.

DAVE KIMAfiww aaMopqahtf
Cadets Tim Bowen (right) and Andrea Hayee ware responelMe tor
locking up and securing the gates at Brtdgeforth Stadium.
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"Love is the acknowledgement of the
details of another human being ... "

Meet The Fashion Syndicate

STYLE

BECCA WORTHINGTON

Style's fashion columnist introduces his
personal cabinet of advisors.
SM dory pact 17

"Sex in the Suburbs"
St dory below

MU Sites
B\

ASHM.I LllSK
staff writer
Many )MU students find
creative outlets through performing, writing and organizations, but a growing number have found a way to
channel their energies into
personal Web sites.
These Web sites are gaining
popularity not only by allowing the audience to see into
the personal life of the students who run them, but also
by providing services, such as
HI onliM ride board and links
to other well-liked sites.
Three
sites,
www.smithappens.com,
www.cannedfam.com
and
www.geocities.com/jmupics/i
ntro.html or the "1470
Foxhill's Web site," are
gaining momentum in the
world of Web page design.
Each of these sites are
created and operated bystudents who are not majoring
in graphic design and have
picked this up as a hobby
and form of artistic expression. While the sites are not
exactly professional, they
are fun and after reading
them once.the viewer will
be sure to want to revisit
them when their next
update comes along.

www.smithappens.com
This Web site is operated
by sophomore Patrick Smith.
It got its title from Smith's
numerous nicknames, all of
which can be viewed, along
with other personal information, on his Web site.
The idea for the site
emerged
from
watching
roommate, sophomore James
Matarese, who had created the
Canned Jam site, and had
started "slacking off," according to Smith. This site is primarily a Web log, or "blog,"
used to journal events and
Smith's personal opinions that
are updated every two to
three days.

Besides opinion pieces,
which often include an intermission involving a funny
picture, most recently of
k.itie Holmes. Smithappens
has pictures and humorous
articles that, while bordering
on crude, provide much
comedy. Such examples are
when Smith journals his
adventures with his friends,
for example, adventures
with "Mystery Jazz Man," I
cardboard cutout of a basketball player with only one
arm and no legs.

-66
[People] tell me that
they look forward to
my updates.
—James Matarese
sophomore

95 Other humor includes a
section
called,
"Peeing
Mexicans," which is not
intended to be offensive,
only funny, and "Vanilla Ice
and Smit," where Smith
attends a Vanilla lec concert.
"|I| always wanted a
Vanilla Ice shirt. Even
though it is ugly as sin. I
have one, and you don't."
Smith said.
The best part of this Web
site
is
the
"Freestyle
Walking" section. For those
who are "Freestyle Walking"
virgins, here's a clue: "I can
only think of one word that
sums it up: freakin' intense.
Think of how you get places
... [byl walking. Now we
take this boring aspect of life
to a whole other level.
By
utilizing
speed,
strength, agility, power,
endurance, balance and
coordination,
one
can
become a freestyle walker.

We jump off walls and hills
and even do spins off of
them," according to the Web
site. Smith is sure to include
many pictures and even a
video
of
his
friends'
"Freestyle
Walking"
escapades around JMU —
once you see the the pictures,
you will realize you've seen
the boys around campus
once or twice jumping off the
D-Hall steps
Smith also invites people
to send in JMU pictures so
that he can add them to the
site. "That's the whole goal,
it's mainly about stuff that
we do at JMU, so its interesting to see a site about our
school ... everyone can
relate to it." Basically, this
site is dedicated to Smith,
his boys and their insane
exploits at school.
itmnvxannedjam.com
The Canned (am Web site
is operated by Smith's roommate Matarese, who decided
to begin the site as "something to work on when I get
bored," he said.
The Web site began as a
way to outlet Matarese's
need to create his own
boundaries when it came to
graphic design; he even
draws all of the graphics on
his page himself.
This site is a little more
serious than Smithappens
but still provides ample
entertainment for avid
readers.
Apparently
Canned Jam receives so
many hits, logging in over
200 hits a day at one point,
according to Matarese.
The site regularly is having to be shut down due to
the bandwidth size. "I had a
site at 150m.com, but it was
too little space, so now I pay
$75 a year, plus S3 to increase
the bandwidth every time I
go over my limit. It's worth
it though," Matarese said.
Canned Jam is host to sec-

tions Including "Freestyle
Walking," "JMU Online Ride
Board" and possibly one of
the host parts ot the site, 'The
Long Island Page" dedicated
to — you guessed it — Long
Island, NY.
It also provides Matarese's
porsonal Web entries, as well
as pictures of him and his
friends on their many journeys — Spring Break 2002,
freshman year in laglc Hall
and current pictures of their
various activities. The page is
updated every other day.
"Anything that I sec or think
of at the time I sit down to
write (becomes the subject of
the next update], people like
it, they tell me that they look
forward to my updates,"
Matarese said.
Canned Jam is entertaining and keeps the sarcastic
edge off of its pages, leaving
just the right amount of
amusement for its loyal readers. Once you've tasted
Canned Jam, chances are,
you'll be hooked.
1470 Foxhill's Web site —
http:Hwww.geocities.eom/j
mupicslintro.html
This site, organized by
sophomores Dave Overstrom
and Robby Zimmerman, creates the same general atmosphere as the two previous sites,
but with a different attitude.
The intro to the Web site is a
"Mission Impossible" theme
"We have a video camera, a.k.a 'the vids,' that
we film everything with,
then Rob downloads all
the footage to his computer and we pick out photos
we want to use, then he
sends the pictures to me,
and I post them up on the
site,
with
captions,"
Overstrom said.
"1470 Foxhill's Web
site," like the previous
two, is about guys and
see WHAT page 18
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There is such thing as "lust at first sight" after all
BY

Bit (A WORTHINOTON

staff writer
I have a problem with attractive people. See, I don't believe
in love at hrst sight Not in the
way that I think people man «
and certainly not in the wa\ it's
represented in the movies.
I think that I've ban in situ.i
tkxvs like the ones people an1 talking about. It's carlv waning,
you're sitting with friends at the
Artful Dodger, sipping your
I mnhnia.it and a stranger walks
in, right as the new U2 song starts
playing tlinnigh the speakers.
I he stranger is beautiful,
rmsterious Eyes that knock you
over fmm across the nxim Il.nr
that you al-solutelv have to nin
your hands thniugh. I'm not
even going to talk about the
body The stranger's shirt is your
tavonte color You makceyeconlact, time freezes and tile song

tan playing The iliingiii
smiles slightlv.
I've been there At first
glance, then' can be heart palpitations,
overactive
sweat
glands, stammering and shaking, all that stuff Bui that's
moni like a heal stroke than love
•is tar as I'm concerned. It seems
to me that love is lazier than

that. It takes its time, it doesn't
just appear, silhouetted in a
doorway with a theme song
and great lips. It probably doesn't even show up in a relationship at all until you get to know
the other person like you know
the skin on your own hands.
Whik- the heat stroke symptoms shouldn't be dismissed, the
immediate knee buckling should
be recognized simply as the lust
that it is. Crazy, blood-boiling,
heart-sh piping though it may be, it
is just lust. So, some would ask,
how valid are emotions that surface as a result of pure physical
attraction? Can lust rum into love?
I think that having atxual
contact with someone — not
necessarily sex itself but a form
ot sexual iont.nl
automatically triggers emotions, some
more intense than others. If two
people an' very sexually attract
ed to each OWC 'hey an' hkeh
to act on that attraction and
bacoma phyitcaBy intimate
moR quickly than two people
who are not sexually attracted
to each other Ml inim.il tale
phyakaBty would then ignite
feelings ot emotional attachment more quickly than if the
sex wasn't then' thus tricking

it? ibhe supirfcs

SARAH STASlT/JK'tiptmt edit.»

the pair into thinking that they
feel more than they really do.
It's a dirty game that our bodies play on us. Because of the
direct relationship between emotions and sex, our bodies can
convince us that we are* "in love"
when in reality we are just
happy to haw gotten laid.
Of course, I'm not stupid. This
is college, after all. Guys and girls
are having sex all over the place
and not falling in low with each
other and 1 realize that. 1 would
say that such separation and
dosensitizatkm is only possible as
a result of having many sexual
encounters, as early as middle
schixil or high schcxil, where the
emotions have been decapitated
as soon as they haw surfaced.

Those people have totaled
themselves to detach their
emotions from their sexuality.
But for people who aren't so
s(xiall\ sex-trained, emotions
Hid sex seem to go hand-inhand, which can make things
confusing Nimetimes sex can
be an expression of love, and
sometimes sex can screw the
love up completely.
Scenario one: You begin dating someone whom you don't
find extremely attractive. On the
first date, then' is a lot of talking.
Maybe they tell you about their
history exam next week or their
pet fish. Bubbles. Maybe vou tell
them about the time your little
sister got mad and cut off all
your hair while you were asleep.

Over dinner, the two of you
laugh a lot. At the end of the
night, maybe you exchange a
kiss, .i touch and you aren't sure
how you feel about it, but you
go to bed smiling anyway.
Scenario two: You begin dating someone whom you want to
lump as soon as physically possibW. On the first date, you make it
only tit the restaurant parking lot.
There, they kx»k at you once and
you go diz/y thinking of all the
sins you're about to commit.
They initiate a kiss and things
begin to border on frantic. You
spend the rest of the night trying
to memorize each other's GUP ss\
whispering txvasionallv intoeaeh
other's necks. At the end of the
night, you haw to pry yourselves
off each other and you wake up
the next morning still giddy.
I'm not going to ask which of
these dates sounds like more
fun. You .1 prohihlv say the second one, but I am trying to make
a point about emotional validity,
not "fun." Under society's standards and my hypothesis, I'll bet
that tlx.' l.-word is excliangeu"
Mite in the second relationship
than in the first one. I think that
the people who git crazy over
each other's rxxiies will say "I

love you" to each other before
the first couple. The first couple
will take their time, just enjoying
each other's company and Letting the sexual attraction build
from somewhere else.
I'll also bet that the emotions
in the first relationship are far
more valid as a result. Perhaps
that is not r.nr of me to say, but
if the first date is any indication
of the second, third and fourth,
which couple honestly would
know each other better by the
time they are ready to say the
magic words? And really, what
is love but the memorization of
another person? Love is the
,u knowledgement of the details
of another human being, knowing each other inside and out
until you get confused as to
which arm belongs to him and
which heart belongs to her
That's why I have issues with
attractive people. They complicate the system and make it haul
for other peopk' to figure out their
emotions So, to straighten ixjr
heads ixit in future- relationship
it boils down to two options.
Either (a) we only date ugry
peopk\ i»r (b) we k*arn to exercise
someself-contn»l. Personally, I'm
going for the latin
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Sigur Ros leaves beat between Bach, space rock
Icelandic hand scores high with notes of originality, intensity
BY ADAM YOST

then, that makes this outlandish
CD worth picking up? The
■nawtl ttej in the instrumentation of the rnuek itM'lf
For those who never have
heard Sigur Ros before, imagine
a futuristic Oil htMra condensed
into a four-man band. While
retaining .1 t.nriy typical rock
setup of guitar, keyboard, bass
and drums, (he group's sound is
anything but typical
From lead singer and gut
t.invt |oneJ Hirgisson's use of a
cello bow to play his guitar to his
angelic singing in a made-up
language
he
calls
"Hopelandish," Sigur Ros create
a surreal, space-rock sound that
is .is original .is it is beaubful.
i his I-. not mueJc In which to
show off your new car stereo
system Averaging about eight
minutes per track, these Bonea

contributing writer
Warning: This album contains no title, no song titles
and no lyrics.
If the listener can get past all
of the above, they'll find that the
newest album from Icelandic
group, Sigur Ros, released Oct.
29 and enbtled simply "( ),"
offers something that can't be
found
anywhere
else.
Underneath the eccentric exterior lies a unique musical experience that is both intensely personal and universally familiar
While this album un Infound on the same "New
Releases" rack as Christina
Aguilera, the Foo Pighters or
even the Flaming Lips, it h.is
about as much in common with
these bands as Bach has with
Bruce Springsteen What is it.

Sugur Ros' latest CD. "( )," was released Oct. 29. The
is a mix of the familiar and unfamiliar.

aren't in a hurry to get to the
point The buildup and climaxes are so well done that they
wrath .may any sense of tedium.
From the delightfully playful
track known to fans as "The Pop
Song," to the dirgelike track
known as "The Death Song," to
the furious, raw power of the
final track, the album evokes a
sense of human experience and
life in a manner usually left to
Bna arts and literature.
There is something else
about the music, though, that
negates the pretenhousness of
this untitled album and its blank
pages of liner notes. Jonsi's
VOKi sounding somewhere in
between that of Radiohead's
Thorn Yorke and a young choir
boy, gives the music a sense of
purity and childlike beauty that
could warm even the Clinch's

frigid heart.
Kjarri Sveinsson, the band's
keyboardist, uses a mixture of
chorale-like piano and organ,
making the listener feel as it
they were hearing some sort of
alien church service, while
drummer Orri Pall Dyrason
bides his time, erupting on track
eight in one of the most intense
drum features ever recorded.
Don't let these unfamiliar
Icelandic names like Orri and
Kjarri alarm you. This is music
with which anyone can connect.
These aren't songs that can be
played at the next block party,
but this will be the album to put
on every night before bed. If the
thought of another Christina
Aguilera single or "nu-metal"
band is too much to bear, give
this album a try. It won't be a disappointment

Signs of literary genius: Are you on Bloom's top list?
Two weeks ago, I went
home to a sniper-free Northern
Virginia, promising myself that
I would try and interact with
the familiar sights and sounds
around me, attempt to hold a
decent conversahon with mv
adolescent sisters and escape
from the mental stress of reading books. This was what I told
myself as I succumbed to sleep
in my childhood bedroom, my
feet draped over the edge of a
bed I'd long outgrown. Yet —
surprise — less than 12 hours
Liter there I was — crossing the
threshold of a Barnes and
Noble, escaping the biting
wind of a premature winter for
the mechanically heated confines of the bookstore, berating
myself for breaking my resolution as easily as if it were the
day after New Year's.
As I had done so many
times before in bookstores all
along the East Coast, 1 circled
the front display of new releases with all the reverence of a
Muslim circling the Ka'aba,
searching not for religious
meaning but merely for a book
or two I could take to a comfortable chair for perusal. My
eyes passed over one of the
heavier books on display and

after picking it up 1 was not
surprised to see Harold
Bloom's name printed in large
capital letters Above the
often-reprinted
image of
Michelangelo's God reaching
out to a limp-handed Adam
hovered the book's title,
"Genius." Below that, "A
Mosaic of One Hundred
Exemplary Creative Minds"
The question 1 asked
myself, after asking why
someone charting "exemplary
creative minds" didn't want to
mention me, as I maneuvered
my way back to my chair with
the book like a weight in my
hands was this — What exactly is genius and who is and
who is not such a being? It's an
important question to address,
1 believe, not merely for literary scholars and the coven of
the Literati but for pedestrian
readers and writers as well.
It's one of those questions
that spawns millions more.
How many works does one
have to write in order to be
classified a genius7 How many
million copies of a work need
to be sold for a novel to achieve
genius status? How many
rounds of torture, exile, mutilation, ridicule, conflict must a

All Things
Literary
by senior writer
Zak Salih
writer endure to elevate him or
herself to the level of a Ralph
Ellison, W. B. Yeats or Vb#l?
What if St. Peter doesn't give a
hoot about how we lived our
lives but only wants to know
whether we read Shakespeare
and Dante?
Granted, Bloom's latest
work of criticism extends
beyond the realm of definitive literature — those
"lucky" enough to be on
Bloom's
list
include
Muhammad, Freud and the
Bible. However, for our
intents and purposes here at
All Things Literary we only
will concern ourselves with
the more traditional literary
minds on Bloom's list. In the

opening pages. Bloom stdUs.
"1 merely extend the ancient
Roman tradition that first
antabUahcd the idea of
genius and of authority."
He does not skirt arouiul
the is--ue that, of all the figures gathered, Shakespeau u
perhaps the foremost literary
genius because his characters
have the unique ability to
merge into our own world.
This rel-ites tO an earlier state
ment by Bloom reflecting the
Roman idea of authority as an
important facet of genius:
"Authority always depended
upon augmenting the foundation, thus carrying the past
alive into the present."
For Bloom, the criteria of

genius (take note, all those
hoping to be included in the
3002 reprint of "Genius") are
a "fierce originality" that still
managers to address the past
in some manner and an ability to contribute to the augmentation of consciousness
Bloom's notion of genius
becomes the metaphysical,
spiritual fulfillment of religion (illustrated by the
book's Kabalistic organization): "Genius, by necessity,
invokes the transcendental
and
the
extraordinary,
because it is fully conscious
of
them,"
he
writes.
"Consciousness is
what
defines genius: Shakespeare,
like his Hamlet, exceeds us in
consciousness, goes beyond
the highest order of consciousness that we are capable of knowing without him."
Yet for those readers who
search bookstores for some
fateful brush with genius, for
those force-fed genius in AP
English class, for those who
desperately want to read the
words of geniuses before they
die — do Bloom's words
mean that we are doing the
wrong things? Are we missing out on the true fruits of

life by passing over Moliere
for
Morrison,
choosing
Franzen and Dubus instead of
Faulkner and Dante?
For all that I've read over
the years — both trash and
treasure — I can't answer that
nutation and I don't think
most readers can. What I can
say is that genius is, like most
aspects of reading, i subjective term Perhaps the most
dangerous choice we can
make is to follow the words of
one writer, one critic, one
thinker instead of exposing
ourselves to a plethora of voices and opinions. For all
Bloom's magnificent effort in
the construction of "Genius
(and believe me, from the
excerpts I digested, this is .i
book readers should look
into), I can't help but envision
him climbing down a craggy
mountain in full Moses regalia
holding up 10 tablets upon
which are inscribed the names
of 100 geniuses and growling
each one in a harsh Charlton
Heston-esque voice.
Readers and scholars have a
right to be suspicious of Bloom's
claim, but that shouldn't stop
them from at least finding out
what he has to say.
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Coming soon to a
theater near you
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Pick from these November/licks
BY ZAK SALIH

Minor writer
"8 Mile" (Nov. 8) — You've seen the previews on television
and in movie theaters. You've probably downloaded the
new song. "Lose Yourself," and played n on your computer. Now, finally — unfortunately, some would say —
Eminem's first feature film hits the screens. Directed by
Curtis Hanson ("Wonder Boys"), the controversial rapper
plays limmy Smith Jr., a Detroit youth struggling to become
an arttat in a destructive environment. Along Smith's journey, he is helped and hindered by numerous forces, including a berating mother (Kim Basinger). a fellow friend
(Mekhi Phifer) and a new girlfriend (Brittany Murphy).
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BY RYAN MCWILLIAMS

staff writer
I bet you're wondering how
I do it. How I come up with
such current, edgy fashion
advice. Well, today I will reveal
my secret to you. Besides my
round-the-clock
research,
development and brainstorming, I have a team of dedicated
fashion-conscious trendsetters,
tilling me in on their own ideas
and styles. With each of our
powers combined, we are The
PMhion Syndicate.
In brief, our job is to be as
pretentious as possible and to
let you know when what
you're wearing is wrong,
because sometimes it hurts to
look at you. Think of u> .i>
those kids in eighth grade that
made your life miserable, but
instead of making fun of you,
we are trying to give you some
good, wholesome advice. Here
■ .i brief introduction of the
team. Love 'em or hate 'em,
vou need to know 'em.
Our first board member, junior Keith Foster, secretary in
chief of denim said, "My sole
responsibility is to keep watch
on the usage of jean wear in contemporary society. Yes, cords
may be in, but let's not forget
Old Faithful. Ladies — the
tapered cut jean got on the same
train to 1991 with the Shannon
Doherty bangs. Say 'sayonara'
and let's all move on."

"The Quiet American" (Nov. 29) — Another of November's limited releases, "The Quiet American" is a Philip Noyce -directed
('The Saint") adaptation of Graham Greene's novel concerning
1950's Vietnam Michael Calne ("MissCongeniality") is a correspondent for the London Times covering the war for Vietnamese
liberation from France. Brendan Fraser (The Mummy Returns")
is the titular American who provides the third angle in a love triangle involving the correspondent's Vietnamese mistress.

Foster continued with his
advice for the male species, "Yes,
we're all pleased you can afford
Abercrombie & Fitch boxers, but
we need not see them Jeans
come with belt loops for a reason. If your obliques are screaming for attention — try the low
rise cut. But let's all take a lesson
from Christina 'Dirrty' Aguilera
in knowing how low you can go
before you turn into a ho."
Our next fashion associate is
senior Beth Maskey, commander in chief of vintage and
retroactive fashion. Maskey's
three fashion laws are, 1. If it
was worn less than 10 years ago,
it's not retro, it's old. 2. Clothes
that don't fit anymore are not
retro, they're just clothes tlul
don't fit anymore. 3. If you
bought it at Gap, it's not vintage. She is the judge and the
jury of vintage fashion in this
town, so take heed.
Our chairwoman of antifashionable affairs is the utterly
strict junior Elise Mane Boyd.
"If I don't like it, it's 'anti-fashionable ' Basically, it's my job to
call people out," Boyd said.
"And I am going to say right
now, that advertising JMU on
your booty is not what I'd like
to call 'fashion.' It's certainly
not tasteful to strut about in the
dead of winter wearing your
sparkle
tank
top
from
Gadzooks with a tight black
skirt and fishnets, all for the
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head and a readiness to rock
out at any given point in the
day. 1 like uneven crappy haircuts, armbands, wristbands
and clothing that compliments
your body's form Clothing
should afford you the ability to
rock out and rock on." Junior
Hunter Christy, head executive
of dark clothing and girly
accessories, said, "Before I
leave every day, I make sure I
check my 'what would
Morrisey do7' bracelet. Never
let a day pass without wearing
something that sucks up light
like a black hole. Barrettes and
eye shadow or even a bra are
always a nice touch."
As ambassador of accessories, senior Lauren Paradise
thinks it's the little things that
make or break a look. "It's all
about details kids," she said.
"My biggest challenge today is
doling with people who don't
know when they've crossed that
threshold into ridiculousness.
Please, please, please don't look
to Avril Lavigne for accessory
inspiration. Just say no to superfluous neckwear'"
If you feel like you need
help, advice or just a fashionable friend to talk to, e-mail
us at Fashion _Syndicate@hotmail.com. Remember we are
here to serve you.

GREAT FOOD
REASONABLY PRICED

Br««z« tfwfymg

Q

sake of some beefy frat boys
slobbering all over themselves
just to snag you a beer." Boyd
believes in keeping it simple
and personal And if you make
a mistake, she'll be in touch.
Our treasurer of cheap nerd
chic, junior Kevin Murphy,
thinks we should all embrace
our inner dork. He said, "Thrift
store shopping is the way to go.
There are always racks full of
hideously beautiful clothe1from the '80s and '90s to OH k
.it i lothes should be fun, OHM)
and comfortable while still
showing off your inner Tl-82."
When it comes to feet, our
secretary of sultry shoes, sophomore Sara Tomko, knows the
dJffuHKt between fungus and
fun. "We all know in eighth
grade, wearing clunky big boat
shoes was the perfect idea for
looking taller and cooler," she
said. "As we have matured, we
realize clunky shoes make us
trip and look stupid. When the
weather gets cold, wearing our
sultry toe-revealing shoes |uM
gives us a reason to catch a cold
faster The key is to find those
boots that keep our feet warm,
grounded and make the guys
follow after us with every click
of our heel."
As attorney general of rock
'n' roll, sophomore Mark Shue
will rock your world. He says,
"I make sure to leave the house
with attitude, a song in my

Qjunple Jieasures C^cw<

Yo*r %l W*
•Import & U.S. Cars and Trucks
Free Estimates- All Work Guaranteed
•Maintenance & Repairs
Pickup Si Delivery Available
•Experience the Difference

How we do the
things we do

Secretaries of stylish attire work 'round-the-clock to find original fashion trends

"Die Another Day" (Nov. 22) — Whether you introduce yourself by your last name first, prefer your martinis shaken not
stirred or practice promiscuity with the suaveness of a secret
agent, it doesn't come close to the man who inspired il all —
James Bond — sorry, XXX. Bond's latest adventure takes him
from Cuba to London to Iceland by way of North and South
Korea to stop a traitor and a destructive weapon from ... you
guessed il. d<-stiowng civilization. When will megalomaniacs
ever learn? Halle Berry ("Monster's Ball") co-stars as Jinx, the
latest in the ever-flowing line of Bond girls

JIU

I 17

Left: The team of fashion shows off their stylish wardrobe.
LAURA DEAN//**i edika

I.M Prom Heaven" (Nov. IS) — Opening in limited
release, "Far From Heaven," examines the portrait of an
American family, with all lb scratches and splotches,
lulianne Moore ("Hannibal") is a housewife who crosses
taboo racial lines after developing a deep relationship with
the family's black gardener Her husband, played by
Dennis Quaic
exuil trying to hide
his double life from his wife. Both individuals struggle to
keep their social secret* from shattering their man
and the perfect world in which they live. Tai
Heaven" is directed by Todd Haynes and filmed in a
Tc'chnicolor-stvle reminiscent of classic 50's films.

®j

THE BREEZE

The
Fashion
Syndicate

*

"Harry Potter and the Chamber of Secrets" (Nov. 15)
case you've been trapped in a well or swallowed by a whale for
the past three years, Harry Potter is the adolescent wizard
whose adventures have enchanted children and adults the
world over — first through the publishing world and now
through the cinematic world. Having been acclimated to the
Hogwarts School of Witchcraft and Wizardry, Potter and his
. ompatriota I lemuone find name and Ron investigate mysterious happenings at the school, all revolving around the mysterioua titular Chamber of Secrets. This is the second film adaptation of Harry Potter's adventures, to be followed by "Harry
Porter and the Prisoner of Azkaban" in 2004 under the direction
of Alfonso Cuaron ("Y Tu Mama Iambi. I
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The Biltmore
Thuridayt DJ Myion
Fridayi Karaoke
Saturday 10 p.m.i Andy Gallefer 12
Mondayi free wingi 6 football
Tuejdayi All you can eat thumbs' 6 toei" 17.99

CAIHOLN's
Friday 7 p.m.t jazi

FINNIGAN'S COUE
Thursday 10 p.m.: Cory Tinkham
Friday & Saturday 10 p.m.: Warsaw Poland Brothers
Tuesday 10 p.m.! Jimmy 0

Dave's Taverna
Thursday 8 - II p.m.i Lee Blanton
Saturday 9 p.m. - midnifhti DJ Max WXJM
Tuesday 8 to II p-m.i Joel Burleson
Wednesday 8 - II p.m.i Dave Pope Quartet

The Little Grill
Thursday 6-9 p.m.i Scott Murray (folk)
Friday 9 p.m.: Jack Gray
Saturday. Open Mic Nijht

Buffalo Wild Wings
Thursday; Karaoke
Mondayi Football
Tuesday, Jo cent wings

Friday Wo p.m.i Tom Principato 86
Saturday Mo p.m., Mirage 86
Monday 8 p.m.i Talent Search

Mainstreet Bar & Grill
Saturday, Bon Jovi Tribute Band II0-I2
Tuesday: Static Support 15
Wednesday: Meditations 810 - 12

What a site: students online
WHAT, from page 15

their college experience, however, here there are no opinion*, |ust tons of pictures
which sometimes get the students in trouble.
List ve.ir, the site was forced
to remove part of its contents
uhen the JMU judicial office
found out that the Web page
tontained pictures of the creators consuming alcoholic beverages on campus
The site is host to an assortment of pits on the usual col-

lege stuff like the "No-SleepA-Thon," where the students
stayed up for 48 hours or the
"Siiack Pack Competition" to
see which one of the guys
could down the most "Snack
Pack" pudding cups and
cookies before puking. In
addition, there are pictures of
them partying with other
friends and just goofing off.
The Web site contains two
sections of particular interest
to new readers, the "Mug
Shot" lineup and "Rob's

Accidents." The "Mug Shots
are put in place to allow those
who do not know the roommates personally a chance to
better acquaint themselves
Info may be brought up by
clicking on the name of the
student below the picture.
In addition, one can hear a
personal quote from each of
the students by clicking on
their
picture.
"Rob'l
Accidents" is an account of
the
accidents
that
Zimmerman has found his

way into — this is very funny
and is one of the few places on
this site where one will find a
long commentary.
The 1470 Foxhill's Web
site provides some nice links
to funny Web pages that you
might have missed out on by
not visiting their site. All that
can be said about this Web
site <\\n summed up directly
(rom Overstrom who said,
(The Web site] is about just
me and my friends having a
good time."

Tony Hawk's three-ring circus ...

Skateboard phenom ramps up volume
BY DAVID LYMAN

Knight Ridder Newspapers
He's a
sports world
demigod, right up there with the
likes of Michael Jordan, Steve
Yzerman and Barry Bonds.
But until recently, unless
you were an adolescent boy —
or a parent of one — the name
Tony Hawk meant nothing
Now, Hawk, the world's
foremost skateboarder, has crept
into the mainstream of sports.
Or is that entertainment?
Like so many luminaries.
Hawk's fame bobbles back and
forth between the two. He's won
scores of medals for skateboarding But he's also been in nearly
two dozen feature films, made
four best-selling video games
and has launched a massive
arena show touring the country.
The show is extreme spelling's version of a three-ring cir* us — a million-dollar maze of
vertical ramps for skateboarding,
BMX
biking
and
motocross, with rock 'n' roll, a
few clowns and fireworks
tossed in for good measure.
"It's the first time I've
ever done anything on this
scale," Hawk said, unexpectedly soft-spoken, talking by

phone from the E Center near
Salt Lake City where his
pumped-up road show performed recently. "I've done a
lot of different tours, but
they were to skateparks or
being part of a larger event
This is more like Cirque du
Soleil on steroids."
Even though the 34-yearold Hawk is a generation
older than most of skateboarding's diehard aficionados, he is the very personification of the sport, a survivor
from -the dark years of the
1980s, when skateboarding
was regarded as the dominion
of malcontents, potheads and
wanna-be anarchists
It's a different scene today
"He's so awesome, all the
stuff that he does," Andy
Logsdon said, an eighth grader at Richards Junior High
School in Fraser, Michigan.
"He's the best vert skater out
there," he added, referring to
the vertical or half-pipe ramp
that is the main set piece for
off-street skaters like Hawk.
"He's so cool. And so nice."
That's another thing that
separates Hawk from the rest of
the pack. He's a genuine nice

guy, a man who thinks nothing
of spending hours after a performance signing autographs.
He's married. He dotes on
his three sons. And though
he's making a ton of money
from his various businesses —
he has clothing lines, .i skateboard company and those
video games — Hawk spends
an enormous amount of time
crusading for the sport he
helped popularize.
In 2001, he created the Tony
Hawk Foundation to help construct skateboard parks in economically deprived areas. (The
first grant helped build a skateboard park in Algonac,
Michigan.) The fees from most
of his performances go to support the foundation.
For all the good guy stutt, it
is Hawk's unabashed love of
skating that has won over tans
The success of Hawk's
show Boom Boom Huckjam
has led to speculation that
Hawk might reshape the event
into a Vegas-type show Or perhaps into more cerebral entertainment for Broadway.
"I don't think so," says
Hawk "Basically, my biggest
joy is just to go out an skate in

front of people."
The whcels-gone-wild element is just half of the show.
The other half is music. Live
music. Loud, aggressive, hightestosterone,
in-your-face
music. Every few' shows.
Boom Boom Huckjam switches bands First, it was the
Offspring, then Face to Face
and Devo, now CKY, hammering away throughout the show
like the nu metal version of an
old circus brass band.
"Skateboarding and music
go hand in hand," Neel Pruett
said, a longtime skateboarder
and manager of Transitions
Ramp Park in Dearborn
I leights, Mich. "But it has to be
a different kind of music, you
know? Like punk. They hear
music differently"
It's perfect for skateboarders,
who pride themselves on seeing
the world differently
Most of us walk down the
street and see a bench and it's
just a bench. To a skateboarder,
it - a recreational opportunity, a
chance to challenge gravity and
the laws of physics. Same with
curbs and stairs and handrails.
"The whole world is a playground for us," Pruett said.

Highlawn Pavilion
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Thursdayi College ladies night
Saturday: Qioi ladies night

Nov. 14 (a 6 p.m. in the Anthony-Seeder basement

cover your butt,
better yet, help cover your

[tuition].
College can mean maneuvering through a lot of different things, but tuition payments shouldn't be
one of them. That's where Army R0TC comes in. Here, you'll develop skills that'll last a lifetime.
Meet friends you can count on. And have a shot at getting a 2- or 3-year scholarship. Talk to an
Army ROTC advisor today, and find out more about our scholarship program. We've got you covered.
«

ARMY ROTC Unlike any other college course you can take.
Sign up for classes now!
Contact CPT Rosen kranz at 568-3633
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SPORTS
A fumble recovery for a
touchdown by sophomore cornerback Cortez Thompson and a
touchdown by red-shirt freshman tailback Raymond Hines
propelled JMU to a 15-11 win
Saturday at the University of
Rhode Island The Dukes ended
a five game ksing streak with the
win, improving to 4-6 overall.
Ked-shirt sophomore quarterback Matt LeZotte completed
13 of 15 passes for 176 yards, but
the story was
JMU's passing
S.ilurd.l)
defense,
which limited
I ML;
the Rams to
In
just six yards
in the air.
I Rl
On the second play from
scrimmage,
Thompson recovered a fumble
by URI quarterback Jayson Davis
at the JMU 47-yard line and ran
it back 53 yards to put the Dukes
up 6-0. A bad snap on the extra
point kept JMU's lead at six.
JMU was able to hold the
Rams scoreless until early in the
second quarter, when Davis
capped a five play, 70-yard drive
with an 18-yard touchdown run,
putting URi ahead 7-6 at the half.
The Dukes opened the second half with a drive that lasted
nearly six minutes and ended
with a one-yard touchdown run
by Hines to put JMU up 12-7
after a missed two-point conversion with 9:14 left in the third
quarter. Hines finished with 97
yank rushing on 21 carries.
JMU mounted an even longer
drive spanning the end of the
third and the beginning of the
see DUKES: page 20

JMU falls in preseason test
MerTs basketball falls to EA Sports in
exhibition game, but Dukes' Whitehead
gets double-double in loss.

TERI JOYCE

red-shirt senior, women's soccer

See clary below

WOMEN'S SOCCER

Joyce lifts Dukes past VCU
Red-shirt senior forward scores with 27 seconds left in regulation to
break scoreless tie, JMU advances into second round of CAA Tournament
BY AYANA BARBER

contributing writer

BRIAN (XIKLK/ifctf rhxtwnij'htr
Rsd-shlrt senior forward Teri Joyce, center, battles with Virginia Commonwealth University's
Leah Robinson, right, during the Dukes' Colonial Athletic Association Tournament match
Tuesday. Joyce won the game on a goal with 27 seconds left to give JMU a 1-0 victory.

FIELD HOCKEY

No. 10 JML heads into the
Colonial Athletic AssocuticMi
Tournament this weekend with
a large task if the Dukes want a
chance to win the conference
title ,ind an automatic berth into
the NCAAs. That task before
them is knocking off No 1 Old
Dominion University.
The fourth seeded Dukes take
on the top seeded Monarchs
Saturday at noon in Norfolk.
JMU, which was ranked as
high as fifth in the nation this season, lost to ODU 7-3 Sept. 26. If
JMU knocks off ODU, the Dukes
will face the College of William &
Mary/University of Delaware
winner Sunday at 1 p.m for the
CAA championship game.

Despite slippery conditions, the women's soccer
team
defeated Virginia
Commonwealth University
1-0 Tuesday in the first
round of the Colonial
Athletic Association tournament. Red-shirt senior forward Teri Joyce scored the
game winning goal with just
under one minute left in the
game, setting up a second
round match between the
fourth seeded Dukes and
the first seeded College of
William & Mary Friday at
7:30 p.m. in Virginia Beach
In the 89th minute, redshirt senior midfielder Beth
McNamara's corner kick
was headed by senior midfielder Colleen Mcllwrath to
Joyce, who managed to kick
the ball across the line of the
goal, giving JMU a 1-0 lead.
Coach Dave Lombardo said
he thought part of the reason for the low scoring
affair was the bad weather.
"Due to the field conditions we weren't able to possess the ball," Lombardo said.
Joyce said going into the
game, the team realized
early the game would be
more physical than usual.
"We knew that it was
going to be a very physical
game and that we would
have to battle all over the
field," Joyce said. "Given
the conditions, we knew the
game winning goal would
be the result of an extra
effort by a player."
The first half started out
slow for both teams, with
each struggling due to the

inclement weather conditions. Lombardo said he
thought it was difficult for
both teams to get much
offense going. When JMU
had possession, they played
aggressively on offense, but
were only able to muster
three shots on goal in the
first half.
Defensively, the Dukes
failed to pressure the Rams,
allowing (
them to
take nine
first half! Pournamenl
shots.
I tu-sday
Freshman j
VCU
goalkeeper Jessica I
H ussey
though,
didn't
allow a
goal, keeping the game
scoreless going into the second half.
JMU played more aggressively in the second half,
attacking the Rams' net
more, tallying 10 shots.
JMU's defense continued its
solid play as well, holding
VCU to only five second
half shots.
Hussey said, "VCU has a
very strong offense. We
knew going into the game
that we would have to stay
tight with their forwards and
give them the least amount
of opportunities as possible.
If we did that we would at
least not give up a goal and
keep the game going for as
long as possible."
Joyce said she felt it was
the team's ability to keep its
s.r HUSSEY'S, pap 21

WOMEN'S CLUB SOCCER

Dukes to face 0DU at CAAs

—from staff reports

BREEZE 119

"Given the conditions, we knew the
game winning goal would be the result
of an extra effort by a player"

I

— FOOTBALL—

JMU ends
slide with
win over
Rams
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JMU wins regionals,
advances to nationals
BY AYANA BARBF.R

FILE PHcmVOuif Kim
No. 10 JMU faces No. 1 Old Dominion University Saturday.

icntributinfi writer
Women's club soccer has
had a solid reputation as a good
team for years. This year the
team has been having an exceptional season. Ranked among
the eight best women's club
teams in the nation, they have
been able to win 11 games. He
one game and lose just once.
The team continued its success at a-gionals Oct. 18 to 20 in
C olumbus, Ga., where it won to
advance to nationals Nov. 20 to
24 in in Bakersfield, Calif.
At regionals, JMU played a

variety of the best club teams
along the east coast. In the first
round of regionals the team
played Georgia Southern
University, beating the Eagles
7-0. Following that game, JMU
took
on
Florida
State
University, tying the Seminoles
1-1. In the third game of the
tournament, the team played
the University of Georgia.
"Georgia was our biggest
game because they beat us the
last few times we played them,"
coach Erik Footland, a senior,
said. With its past losses in
mind, JMU beat Georgia, 3-1. In

the final game of regionals, the
team played the University of
Florida. JMU topped the Uittus
2-0 to win the tournament.
"The main goal of this tour
nament was to make it to the
finals because the top two
teams qualify for the championship division in nationals,"
Footland said.
There are two different types
of divisions of the national tournament — the open division
and the championship di\ ision
The open division contains
see WOMEN'S, page 21

MEN'S BASKETBALL

EA Sports downs Dukes in exhibition opener
Whitehead leads JMU scorers with 22 points, 10 rebounds in loss
BY DAN BOWMAN

assistant sports editor
Despite a strong effort from
red-shirt senior center Kenny
Whitehead, the Dukes fell to
the EA Sports Southeast AllStars 85-80 in their first exhibition game Tuesday.
Whitehead finished with 22
points on seven of 12 shooting
and 10 rebounds. Red-shirt
senior guard Charlie Hatter
chipped in with 14 points on
six of nine shooting.
JMU was limited to 40 percent shooting in the first half,
while allowing FA Sports to
shoot nearly 60 percent from
the field. A 15-4 run put EA
Sports up 48-30 with |usi
under two minutes left in the
first half, but the Dukes scored
the final seven points, going
into the half down 48-17
"Going into the game I did
not know what to expect,"
coach Sherman Dillard said
"There were so many question

m.irks. We weren't deep going
in. It's clear that we did not
play as well as I think we will
be able to play, but that's why
we have these types of games.
*U*I .in exhibition game.
We're trying to get a gauge or
feel for where we are right
now as a basketball team. I
i . <
It's evident I
th.it there are ^||USi£ijl
some things
we need to ■>_
clean up.
JBalaMLial
EA Sports
continued its
strong play,
taking a 17
Ei iint lead, its
iggest of the second half, at
75-58. |MU battled back, led by
Whitehead's 15 second-half
points and pulled within 75-69
on a .Vpointer by freshman
guard Wes Miller with just
under three minutes to play.
After two free thniws by EA

Sports' Mike I ll«ill I ink,-, senior guard David Fanning hit
another .Vpointer to cut the lead
to five at 77-72, but JMU would
get no closer A pair of free
throws by Elliott put HA Sports
up 85-74 with just under 20 seconds to play, virtually ending
any threat of a Dukes comeback.
IX'spite the loss, Dillard
said he was encouraged by the
improved play of Whitehead
and Hatter, as well as the
strong first showing for Miller.
"I was pleased by the play
..I Kenny Whitehead," Dillard
said. "He showed that he
could give us a presence down
low. I just thought we didn't
go to him often enough. I was
.ilso pleased with the inspired
play of Charlie Hatter coming
off the bench. I thought
Charlie gave us a boost there.
"Early on Wes Miller came
off the bench and gave us a little bit. He slipped somewhat
in the second half though and

didn't finish up strong for us."
Whitehead said he felt his
game was stronger because of
the conditioning regiment he
went through in the offseason. He said he lost 10
pounds in the offseason,
which helped him to move
about quicker in the post.
"My problem last year was
that I was carrying a few extra
pounds that I didn't need,"
Whitehead said. "This year
I've lost that, and I'm a lot
slimmer and stmnger than I
was last year."
He said that senior forward
Ian Oiskill s improved play
helped to draw the defense out
morv, allowing Whitehead mon?
nxim to operate down low.
"Me and Ian were looking
for the high-low," Whitehead
said. "With both of us being
6'10", they were going to have
to try to double one of us on
see STRONG, page 21

JIH IF WtTHFRV./u(r;i*.«,.i(ni/*rr
Senior center Kenny Whitehead goei up for a dunk during
Tuesday's 85-80 exhibition lot* against EA Sport*.
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Dukes'
defense
holds off
Rams

Week# 11
Season total
Last week
Winning percentage..

DUKES', from page 19
fourth quarters, holding the ball
for just over eight minutes
and going 84 yards before
settling for a 20-yard field
goal by red-shirt sophomore kicker Burke George
logo up 15-7 with 11:58 left
to play.
Rhode Island recorded a
safety late in the fourth
quarter when Marc Hayes
sacked LeZotte for a fiveyard loss, pulling the Rams
to within 15-9, but were
unable to capitalize on the
ensuing drive.
On
fourth-and-three
from the Dukes' six-yard
line, freshman linebacker
Isai Bradshaw sacked Davis
for a two-yard loss, ending
any hope of a Rhode Island
comeback.
LeZotte took a safety on
the final play of the game
as time ran out, preserving
the win for JMU.
— from staff reports

SPOUTS

I N.C. State at Maryland
Miami at Tennessee
Oregon at Washington Stati
Iowa State at Kansas State
Vlllanova at Northeastern
Maine at Delaware
Washington at Jacksonville
Atlanta at Pittsburgh
Miami at N.Y. Jets
Kansas City at San Francisco
| Oakland at Denver

Travie Clingenpeel
managing editor
8-3
.691

Dan Bowman
asst. sports editor
70-40
8-3

.636

N.C. State
Miami
Washington St.
Kansas State
Northeastern

Draw Wilson
sports editor
69-41
6-5
627

Jeanine Gajewski
da boss
65-45
9-2
.591

Susan
tie Yankee
62-48
4-7

.564

N.C. State
Maryland
N.C. State
N.C. State
Miami
Miami
Miami
Miami
Washington St. Washington St. Washington St. Washington St.
Iowa State
Kansas State
Kansas State Kansas State
Villanova
Northeastern
Northeastern
Northeastern

Maine

Maine

Maine

Maine

Delaware

Jacksonville
Pittsburgh
Miami
San Francisco
Denver

Jacksonville
Pittsburgh
N.Y. Jets
San Francisco
Denver

Washington
Pittsburgh
N.Y. Jets
San Francisco
Denver

Washington
Pittsburgh
Miami
San Francisco
Denver

Washington
Pittsburgh
Miami
Kansas City
Denver

While the front three weren't looking, da boss has slowly but
Catching up
Popeye regained second place after Wilson suffered another sub-par
surely been sneaking up on the pack. Many laughed a few weeks
week. Popeye continued to eye the top spot after lasting glory weeks
ago when da boss was "da bottomfeeder" and it looked as though the cellar
ago, but with only a few weeks left, is it too late?
would be a lonely place.
Wilson enjoyed relaxing in sunny Florida last week, but did he relax too
After reeling off some of the top scores in recent weeks, da boss is trying to
much? It seems so after he fell to third place. Although he appears to be lazy,
pull off a miracle. But the top spot is more than a hail mary away.
don't expect Wilson to lounge in mediocrity for much longer. He still has a
Meanwhile, the Real Deal holds onto the top spot with his 8-3 week. He bitter taste in his mouth after finishing third last year.
claims there is no pressure from his fellow front office inhabitant, but it's obviHopping into the Picks of the Week mix this week is the guest predictor, the Yanous he is a little more cautious now before spouting out any celebratory phrases.
kee. Sore from an early exit in the playoffs, the Yankee will attempt to make up for
The hot race on POTW continues to be between the sports desk. This week
the team's shortcomings But can baseball knowledge translate into football?

Want to write for sports?
Call Drew or Dan at
X8-6709 or write to
breezesports @hotmail.com
In real estate the 3 words are LOCATION, LOCATION, LOCATION,
but in TATTOOS & PIERCING there is only 1 word

REPUTATION,
and that is what the staff of Painted Lady Tattoo &
Piercing have established in the last 5 years!

STARRING YOU
Do you think you'd look really,
really, really, ridiculously good ^
looking in stripes?
k

Apply to be an OPA!
•How lucky I am to be a part
of this amazing team and
to hava had this experience.'
2002 OPA

I m not as thy at I thought
I was. I can lead.'
2001 OPA

A REPUTATION for clean work in a professional,
sterile environment at a fair price.
A REPUTATION for a friendly, experienced, and
knowledgeable staff.
A REPUTATION for stability-while other shops
have come and gone, Painted Lady has stood the
test of time.

REPUTATION-there is NO SUBSTITUTE!

tPaLnUd XaAy tattoo
200 eSoutfl J^Avt.
crfaxxiionbuxQ
433-5612
Call for monthly Anniversary Specials

24 paopla can become great friends and leader
and hava a profound effect on paopla.
200S OPA
We were 24 diverse, enthusiastic people
working towards a common goal, who
^B
achieved incredible things.'
2001 OPA

53% Purple. 16% Gold. 31% Khaki.
Orientation Program Assistant (OPA) applications available November 4th
al www.imu.edu/orientaIion tr in Wilson 21S. Application deadline is December 4th
Questions?
Stop by the OPA Open House on Tuesday, November 12th
from 5:30pm 7:00pm on the 2nd Floor ol Wilson Hall.
Or, call 568-1787 or email orientation«imu.edu.
Nut vm Raton
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Oepo-Provera is 99.7% effective.
Not only is Depo-Provera 99.7% effective, but
you need just one shot on time every 3 months
to stay pregnancy-protected. So, unlike the Pill,
Depo-Provera isn't your every day birth control.
Remember. Depo-Provera doesn't protect
vou from HIV/AIDS or other sexually
transmitted diseases.
Some women using Depo-Provera experience
side effects. The most common are irregular
periods or spotting. Many women stop having

periods altogether after a few months and some
may experience a slight weight gain. You shouldn't
use Depo-Provera if you could be pregnant, if
you have had any unexplained periods, or if you
have a history of breast cancer, blood clots, stroke,
or liver disease. When using Depo-Provera, there
may be a possible decrease in bone density.
Ask your health care professional about
prescription Depo-Provera. For more info, call
toll free 1-866-519-DEPO.

Contraceptive Injection
medroxyprogesterone acetate injectable suspension

6>irtK oorvtrol ^ou -tKirvk ae>ou-t jus-t 4- * a ye.ar.
Please see important product information on adjacent page.
C 2002 Pharmacia Corporator)
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SPORTS

Women's club soccer
earns shot at nationals
Success at regioruils allows JMU to move on
WOMFS'S, from page 19
teams playing in the tournament, which are not competing for the title of national
champions. These are the
teams which are competing
for places of third and
below. The championship
division contains teams that
are competing for the honor
of being named the national
champions. JMU was able to
qualify for the championship division.
Winning regionals was a
priority during the tournament, but now the team's
number one priority is r.n^
ing money in order to
finance its trip to California
to compete in nationals.
The team has been doing
numerous fund raisers during the year to sponsor this
trip, which will cost the team

about an estimated $11,170.
They already were given
$1,600 by the Sports Club
Council, but still have a long
way to go, still needing at
least $4,500 through thier
fund raisers.
Irishman player Ellie
Brim said, "Our main fund
raiser for the national tournament will be selling raffle
tickets for different restaurants and stores around the
area, including all types of
prizes and gift certificates."
Other fund raisers that
the team tried included selling lollipops and even writing letters to friends and
family members in order to
solicit donations.
On the field, the only
thing that the team is concerned about is its upcoming
home game against the

tlOTOCOlRTl-SYOf Htmetif dub toner
The women's club soccer team advanced to the national
tournament In California by winning Its regional tournament.
University of Richmond Nov.
10 at 2 p.m.
JMU was scheduled to
face off against Penn State
University last weekend, but
weather forced the game to
be cancelled.
However, Penn State is
just one of the many talented
clubs that will participate in
nationals. Michigan State
University
and
the
University of Colorado are

Hussey's
defense
key to win

H1.1E WTTHERViw((p*<«..»nv*»f
Junior forward Dwayne Broyles (cored only 11 polnta on
three of 10 shooting In the Dukes' 85-80 loss Tuesday.

Strong second half
not enough for Dukes
STRO\G.frompagel9
the block. If they didn't, me
and Ian are both strong
enough to score down low."
Hatter echoed some of
Dillard's concerns, saying the
team needed to improve
defensively, but added that
there still was time to improve
before the start of the season.
"Coach came out at halftime and told us the stat, said
that we gave up 56 percent
shooting and wanted us to
limit that a tot better,'' Hatter
said. "I think it was around
30-percent in the second half,
so he was pleased with that.
"There's a lot of room
for improvement. That's
what exhibitions are for.
We'll be ready."
Although both Fanning
and junior forward Dwayne

Broyles turned in sub-par performances Tuesday, Dillard
said he wasn't too worried
with their play. Broyles finished just three of 10 shooting
for 11 points, while Fanning
hit only four of 12 from the
field for 12 points.
"I think the important
thing for us to do is look at
this and say that guys that
did not have particularly
good games, we are confident that they can have good
games," Dillard said. "David,
I know, is going to have better games than he had
tonight. Dwayne Broyles has
been suffering from some
foot problems and that has
slowed him down a little bit.
I know he's going to be able
to shoot the ball a lot better
than he did tonight."

among others that will also
vie for the title.
Senior player Erin Oilman
said,
"Michigan
State
University
and
the
University of Colorado have
always been really strong
competitors in the past. We
have some tough teams in
our
bracket.
MSU
and
Colorado seem to always
find a way to stand out
every year."

HUSSEY'S, from page 19
composure that helped down
the stretch.

.iKER/aafl photographer
Junto' mkMektor Abby Karptmkl (left) tries to move the ball up the fleM against Virginia
Comrtwnwearth University si the first round of the Colonial AtMetk Association testament Tuesday.
The Dukes beat VCU 1-0 to move on to the second round against the Cortege of William A Mary Friday.

"We could have tried to rush
things and play outside our
style," Joyce said. "Instead, we
played controlled. We built the
attack with possession and tried
to attack using the wings because
we knew that was were we could
expose them."
"Our team defense was strong
AS well and our hack line was
organized and solid. Jess (Hussey)
also had a great game and made
some game winning saves."
In the later part of the second
half, each team seemed to play
with more desperation. Both
teams played with a more physical style, but still no offense was
able to be mounted until the pivotal final minute.
Lombardo said, "Defensively
we were solid. We gave them no
easy chances, and we didn't
make a lot of mistakes."

. It's now a Breeze to place a classified ad.
Use your credit card!
Phone: 568-6127.
Fax: 568-568-6736.

E-mail: the_breeze@jmu.edu.

DELIVERY THROUGH
DINNER To Go

FLEX ACCEPTED

438-9993

When was the last time you got Spanked?
Guilty pleasures reign supreme at Spanky's
Best sandwiches in town since 1975!
Walking distance from rampus
Directions and information on www.Golookon.com
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FOR RENT

PARK APARTMENTTS
1,1,4 3 brdreoim
GaipraUdrd for heal,
ceoklag Abet water

laSJaxSM 1 Bedroom Apartment across from campus. SJ'5/mo
Water ana neat included. Available
Spring NRMMM B6046M

Optloabr ALL UTILITY
laclatloa

Feeling Crampeif Compare our
spacious houses, duplexes and
apartments. See photos, prices
and current availability for 2003
2004 at www.castieproper ty.com.

(arporati apartment
hamn avallabk
Short Icrm Irate* opltoaal
f el friendly commanils

4 Bedroom 2 Bath - nice family
room in basement, laundry, large
yard. Behind Olde Mill Village. 1?
month lease. $260 234*584.
Fourth Ro.
< Naaowd • three
story townhouse. $300 per month,
utilities Included. Contact Renee.

S7MM2

Owe Wooi Aeartiewt la Hams for female Two blocks to JMU. All
utilities, washer /dryer. 1450/mo
Call 434*800

WE HAVE
PROPERTY AT:
WESTPOIWT VILLAGE
HUNTER'S RIDGE
DEVON LANE
MASON STREET
LIBERTY STREET
J-M'S
OLD SOUTH HIGH
UNIVERSITY PLACE
EAST & WEST MARKET
HIGH STREET

1-2-3-4 OR 5
BEDROOM
APARTMENTS
2-3 4 BEDROOM
HOUSES

ALL WALKING
DISTANCE TO JMUI
NO BUS RIDE!
Kline Really
Properly Management
438-8800

Call (540) 433-2621
■nnorxaaolominr »^<^f*y «■«
Fqual Homing Opportunity
Spring Sublet 1 looking for a female
to sublet room in South View. Third
floor, private bathroom, walk in
closet, 1305/month (nog) plus
etectnc. Contact Meghan. 4761568
or bowmanmee>Jmu .edu
1 1/2 Bath Victorian •
•nth large LR and DA nice yard.
laundry, off street parking. June
■••M. $260 2348584
Hauea ea Pert BapHaBe fed. - 3 3
bedroom, directly across from the
campus. S700/month plus deposit.
fr—abla 1/1/03 Can 438-9140

FOR SALE
9 Piece Pearl Drum get • reck,
double pedal, maple snare. Peiste
symbels. J2.700. Contact Gavin.
540887 2861
Handmade Teepots. Organic
CoMeee - Gift 6 Thrift. 227 N. Man.
ltM Honda CftV EX JeWD - silver,
with eitras, excellent condition.
115,000 miles. Below NADA at
S10.900. OBO 432 1018, e.t 4
Idaytime); Chris.

Massanutten Time Shara • 4th
week Sept.. 1st week Oct. Sleeps
8, full kitchen, Jacuizi. sauna,
double deck. $5.CO0/wk.. obo.
70i25M712.
Washer - Kenmore. compact,
excellent condition (l paid $500).
$200. Dryer - Whirlpool. etackaMe.
small to medium s>Md. $60 Ceil
574-2308
'93 Dodge Celt - low mileage,
some work needed. $1.700/neg
Call 433-5157
1»#« Chrysler Lalaron 66 5O0
miles, very dependable, new
stereo, spoke wheels, elec. locks
and windows, automatic, air. Can
Sharon, 433-5112. $1,000 inegj.
2001 Ford Taurua Sf K.C
perfect condition, V6 engine, AC,
alerm. Alloy wheels, AM/FM/
cassette, cruise control, driver/
passenger airbag. power locks,
windows, and steering. 442 5767.

HELP WANTED
Bartender Trainees Needed • $250
a day potential Local positions
1800-2933985 ait 215.
-phi,
»n Needed • Part
time parser- needed for design
worn et locat company. Must be
sea* starter and work *idependentiy.
Please call Susan, 442-4496.
Hank's In the Dayton Farmer's
Market • is now raring Competitive
starting wage. Apply In person
Thur, Fn. Sat.. 9:00 11:00 em.
or 3.00 6 00 p.m.

Fraternities • Sororities
Clubs • Student Groups

19M Ford Contour • 5 speed. VS.
84.000 miles, groat shape, new
tires, battery Perfect student car*
14.395, best offer. 879-0047

Earn Sl.000-S2.000 this
semester with a proven
CampusFundrsiscr 3 hour
nindraising event

Oell Ineplren 7000 Laptep
Computer • Eicellent condition
Asking.
$550.
For
more
ntormetton. can Mary. 574-3447.

Our programt make
fuadralilni easy with no rtxhi.

1988 Ford Bronco ■ • 4M>. 3 inch
lift, good condition, great for four
wheeling. $2,500. or best offer

■ ■ 4049MMM

Fundnmmg dim art filling quickly.
i» get with the program' It work*
Contact Camputf undraiier
alSM.9M-J23H.or vitit
www campus fundraiser com

Bostick fit Associates
Dtstncl office now placing
for holiday help due to
seasonal demand
Positions arc in customer

service/ule* dept No heavy
lifting and no cold contacting
involved Positions are flexible
and will be filled immediately
We offer compeiilive pay and a
pro fsss tonal environmeni

434-245-0226
SLSOO Weekly Pnlsatlat • mailing
our circulars. Free information. Call
203683Q202
laeellenl Opportunity • for
additional mcomel No cold celling.
Pa-d training. Must be mature, self
motivated adult with good
communication skills hWrvsmolong
office. Oreet pay and benefits.
Part timeevenings. 24 hours per
week. Call 434-7290
»/T CtefVSschiTiiFlng - General
office duties including phones,
filing, data entry and bookkeeping
Flexible hours. Pay based on
experience. Co" Ron tor inter view.
43-4-0110.
Aftamoon Posrtkme • Seven Bends
Student Centers (operated by the
Shenandoah County Department of
Social Services) is currently
accepting applications for positions
st Ashby Lee. WW Robinson
Group Leaders: Approaimatety 15
20 hours par week. 2:30 - 6:30 pm
during Shenandoah County school
schedule. Flexibility needed tor
school closings Previous expenence
in a chiidcare related field
required Must be 18 years of age
with high school diploma or GED,
reliable, trustworthy and enjoy
working with children. $8.00/hour.
Conditions of employment include
completing cnminal record checks
end required training. Applications
available at Shenandoah County
Department of Social Services.
Please return completed application
and resume by November 11,
2002 to Deycare/MH. Department
of Social Services, Suite 108.
Woodstock. VA 22664.

Classic Photography - looking for
outgoing, dependable students
nierested m photography. Flexible
evening hours, great pay. No
experience needed ■ will train.
Please call Jenn. 612-7466. Erin,
612 7464: or Katie (toll free).
866882 2897
liotlc Daneers Wanted •
excellent pay and benefits. Call
Kevin, 2465047 or Mike. 6070433
■aia Up to $600 Per Week assembling products at home. No
experience into. 1 9856461700.
Oept VA-4806

SERVICES
Long Dlatanca 3.9 eents/
minute - No fees. No 10 10. Call

1*663663489
http: / /be strates. iscool .net
You Can Smw Tha Doctor Now
at Patient Care Plus m Steunton
8:00 a m 10:00 p.m. 365 days
a year And we'll meet you
anytime after hours Just call
540885 6786. Board certified
emergency physicians, x-rays,
treatment of all minor illnesses
and injuries No waiting evenings
and nights
Clot a Spaadlng Tickat? u. r
auto's speedometer may be wrong.
Calibrate your speedometer today
and beat that ticket in court. Call

MIMOO
NOTICE
For more information and
auioaace regarding the
inveuicatHM of financing, twrw
ifrirniruticv omaw dv

Better Butineu Bureau, In
l-e*i-SLlJ-5»l

TRAVEL
Spring Break 2003 • is now
sponsored by Student Express'
Csncun. Acapulco, Mazatlan,
Jamaica, Bahamas, South Padre,
Las Vegas. Florida, and ibiza
Book early and get free meals!
Student Express sponsors the
best parties and Is now hiring
salaried Salespeople, Campus
Reps, and On-site Staff Contact
www studentexpress.com or call
1600-787 3787 for detelIs.
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U/WK a KKmXO • \MWCK
BAHAMA* e RjMBDA

mi ntPS AT law.
LAIN CASH. $0 Pill!

IM0.s44.4M9
www.sHtTavel.iem
Act Nowl Guarantee the best
spring break paces' South Padre.
Cancun. Jamaica. Bahamas.
Acapulco. Florida, and Mardigras
Travel free, reps needed, earn
$$$ Group discounts for 6*. Call
1688-THlhWSUN (18886446578.
dept. 2626.)
www. springbreahdiscounis com
M Spdng"inMk Vacations) 110*
best prices' Mexico, Jamaica.
Bahamas. Florida. Texas Book now
and receive free parties and
meals. Campus reps wanted'
1800234 7007
endless sumrrter tours com

JMU Spring Break .Are you Gomg?
Then go Direct! Book now and get
guarentesd lowest pnee, free meats,
and free insurance! Campus reps
wanted! Organize some friends
travel free! We have zero customer
complaints!
1800-367-1252
www.spdngpreekd-ect com
■ 1 Spring Break Operator!
Awesome deals on packages with
free meal plans for Cancun &
Jamaica Book by October 31st
Call us today. 1 866273 2500
«ww vagabondtours.com
Wanted! Sprint; Breakers' St I
wants to send you on Spring Break
2003 to Cancun. Acapulco. Mazatlan
Mmaca or the Bahamas for free' Cad
now at 1600 7904786 or email at
sasasBHuncoast vacations .com.

PERSONALS
Skydlve! One day first Tandem
skydives from 2 1/2 miles up!
?? Jumper aircraft JMU student
discounts! Can 1 877 348 3759
(877 DIVESKV)
wwwsliydiveorange.com

mwiiTsriDY
IK\\< i \ n\n
Miy I? VI 1Q03 Uredit*
/Vfc, ( Wr-ri rfcareaai. AWn.
'1M. Hntmi. trairr, *aaw
CWatt Di Mano Hamlet Men
Kr*wlt2l .phunr **«M

111 Early SpeeleW Spring Break
Bahamas party cruise) 5 days
$299! includes meals, parties'
Awesome beaches, nightlife'
Departs 'rom Florida' Get group
go free! uinngDretattrtvet.com

: -i MTMi

Spring Break 2003
with
Stuewntcity.cowiI R/trip air. hotel
free food and 150% lowest price
guarantee! Reps wanted! Organize .
15 friends, earn 2 free trips. VIP
treatment, cash and prizes to
promote StudentClty.com! Cai
1-8002931445 or email
saies05ludentcity.com today'
111 tarty Spring Break Specie*!
Cancun & Jamaica from $4291
Free breakfast, dinners & parties'
Award winning company! Group
leaders free! Florida vacations from
$149' sp"«g&rea*'revei com
1*006786386.

ADVERTISE IN
THE BREEZE
CLASSIFIED ADS!
S3 00 for the first 10 words
S2 00 each additional 10 words

At Last! Spring Break Is Naarl
Book before Nov. 6th Free meals,
parties 2 free trips, lowest prices
Call 1-800-4267710
www sunspiashfours com

HlockiKlsareSIOinch

Sow accepting
credit cards!
(VISAorMaslcKardl
Place your ad lodav!

568-6137

m&

Recycle this Breeze
)

-«■&«

Li i rf

Virginia Capital Semester
IN/lako the most of your spring semester with an exciting internship, challenging college courses,
interesting guest speakers and all the drama of Virginia politics Virginia Commonwoolth Umveisity.
located in the heart of Richmond, is offering a unique behind tho scones view of government and
politics. Learn from experts in Virginia government and policy Network with policy-in.ikers in tha
legislative and executive branches of government — all while earning valuable credits, oxperirm c.
and a $1.000 stipend

*,•

Who is eligible? All undergraduate students who wish to attend college full time while pursuing •>
capital internship are welcome to apply, no matter what collage ot university you attend Virginia
Capital Semester is also open to undergraduate students in all majors and to tir.uliiHie students on
,i i.,r,r hy i.,i:.t; h.isr. In uddition lu the MX i.redits i;.irm;d witli the SIMIIIIUII niul n U M I I*.I n | >. i .lent:,
take six to nine additional credits from VCU's wide selection of courses Along with living end learning
in Virginia's capital city. Virginia Capital Semestoi students will also take part MI speeiul evunts ami
receive individual advising and housing through VCU.
The program begins the first week of January, 2003;
application deadline is November 15, 2002
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Reserve What You Deserve!
Now accepting
reservations for the
2003-2004 school year!
Hurry on jij
a lease wi< h 1 r^
!
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